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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
In the recent years, agricultural technology has seen rapid improvement. This has been 
accelerated to a large extent by improvements in different technological fields like au-
tomated processes, real-time guidance, and vision systems, all of which are related to 
modern agriculture (Ronkainen, 2014). Also, the advent of precision agriculture and 
variable rate application has further boosted the technological development of agricul-
tural work machines (Ronkainen, 2014). 
 
In addition to and partly because of this technological progress in the actual work ma-
chines, the requirements of managing a farm have increased and grown more complex. 
A farmer needs to make decisions on how and when and in which order to execute the 
various farming operations, he must comply with different increasing environmental 
regulations to avoid sanctions and to receive subsidies, he must manage finances and his 
work machine fleet. All this can be an overwhelming task for the farmer, which is why 
many farmers use tools designed specifically to assist in farm management. These tools 
are called farm management information systems (FMIS). 
 
FMISs are systems designed to assist a farmer in decision making related to the differ-
ent aspects of farm management. Sørensen et al. (2010a) define an FMIS as a “system 
for the collecting, processing, storing and disseminating of data in the form of infor-
mation needed to carry out the operations functions of the farm”. In addition to assisting 
in the actual farming operation, an FMIS is also expected to offer support in other farm 
management tasks such as managing finances and complying with regulations. 
 
Due to the rapid improvement in agricultural technology and the advent of concepts 
such as precision agriculture and fleet management, some new requirements or features 
for future FMISs have been proposed for example by Sørensen et al. (2010a, 2011), 
Murakami et al. (2007) and Nikkilä et al. (2010). Since most tractors and implements 
nowadays are electronically controlled and contain many sensors and actuators, a lot of 
data could be collected from them that could, for example, provide information about 
machine maintenance and malfunctions, or about what was actually done in the field by 
each machine during farming operations. This information could in turn be used to im-
prove precision agriculture and fleet management practices. In other industries like pro-
cess automation, collecting data from the machines has been common practice for years. 
However, in agriculture, the collection, representation and utilization of this data is still 
relatively new and requires further research. 
 
A lot of modern agricultural tractors and implements are electronically controlled de-
vices that use the ISO 11783 communication protocol for internal data transfer. ISO 
11783 (often abbreviated as ISOBUS) is a standardized communication protocol for 
agricultural equipment based on the SAE J1939 standard. The standard specifies a serial 
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data network for control and communications of agricultural or forestry tractors and the 
implements that are attached to them for different tasks, standardizing the data transfer 
between the components that form such devices, like sensors, actuators and controllers 
(ISOBUS Specifications part 1, 2006). These tractors and implements communicate a 
lot of data that could be utilized to improve the various farming operations, but this data 
is rarely collected or used. This is partly because of the lack of a standardized technolo-
gy for on-line data collection from work machines. 
 
One possible technology to implement this data collection with is OPC UA (OPC Uni-
fied Architecture), sometimes referred to simply as UA. OPC (formerly Object Linking 
and Embedding for Process Control, currently Open Platform Communications) is a 
standard specification defining communication of on-line data from various devices 
from different manufacturers. It is maintained by the OPC Foundation and it has gained 
wide acceptance in plant level data access and monitoring applications in many indus-
tries. However, the original OPC standard, now referred to as OPC Classic, has been in 
use for a long time already and has its drawbacks. In 2008, the OPC Foundation re-
leased a new standard called OPC UA, which aims to tackle the shortcomings of OPC 
Classic while introducing new features and broadening the scope of OPC. OPC UA has 
been under active development during the last few years, and while it is generally ac-
cepted that its integration capabilities are unrivaled by those of OPC Classic, its adapta-
tion in different industries has not yet reflected this view. 
 
The two main components of an OPC UA system are servers and clients. Servers are 
implemented on some underlying system or device, for example an ISOBUS work ma-
chine, to expose data from it in a standardized manner. Clients are used to connect to 
servers and access this information. The basic principle is that the servers always expose 
the data in a standardized way, so any client can read the data without prior knowledge 
of the server. This client-server architecture is highly scalable. For example, a single 
server can be used to connect to multiple other servers and to represent their information 
in a unified manner. This way a client connecting to the server can access the data of 
multiple servers from a single source. This kind of server configuration is called an ag-
gregating server. 
 
The Crop, Livestock And Forest Integrated Solution (CLAFIS) is an EU project target-
ed at increasing the overall effectiveness of farming by integrating data collection from 
different kinds of agricultural and forestry equipment and by the better utilization of this 
data. As a part of this project, in a previous thesis a prototype OPC UA server was de-
signed and implemented for ISOBUS work machines by Piirainen (2014). This server 
enables data access through OPC UA to tractors and implements that are connected to 
an ISOBUS communication network. The server exposes the data from these machines 
in an understandable and well organized way. Implements can be added to a tractor run-
ning the server in a plug-and-play manner, i.e. when an implement is connected to the 
tractor, it is automatically configured to the UA server. This thesis is also a part of the 
CLAFIS project. 
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1.2 Objectives 
The research problem of this thesis is to evaluate an aggregating OPC UA server as a 
technology for centralized remote access to agricultural work machines. The require-
ments for such a system are not yet fully known, nor are there existing solutions for how 
such a system should be designed. This thesis aims to find out possible solutions to the-
se problems and to evaluate them by implementing and testing a prototype. This thesis 
focuses especially on the automatic configuration of different agricultural work ma-
chines to the aggregating server. 
 
The scope of this study is limited by the previous work done within the same project 
since this thesis is premised on an information model created earlier for agricultural 
work machines utilizing ISOBUS. The assumptions to limit the problem are: 
 
 All work machines utilize the ISOBUS communication protocol. 
 All work machines have a pre-existing OPC UA server exposing the data from 
them. 
 The OPC UA servers of these machines use the information model created for 
ISOBUS machines by Piirainen (2014). 
 
The objectives of this thesis with regards to the research problem are: 
 
 Define the requirements for an OPC UA aggregating server to be used in the ag-
ricultural domain. These requirements are derived from the functional needs of 
an aggregating server for this specific application domain, as well as from the 
functionality of the underlying servers connected to the aggregating server. 
 Design the aggregating server. This design must account for the defined re-
quirements for an aggregating server such as the required services, as well as the 
semi-automatic mapping of different address spaces from the underlying UA 
servers to the aggregating servers address space.  
 Evaluating the functionality of this design by implementing a prototype aggre-
gating server and testing its operation with example use cases. 
 
It should be noted that the evaluation of the aggregating server design is also an evalua-
tion of the previously created UA for ISOBUS design, or rather the current state of the 
part of the CLAFIS project that so far consists of these two theses. The focus of this 
thesis is on address space mapping, so to evaluate it, around 20 different dummy im-
plements have to be instantiated to the address space of the ISOBUS UA server proto-
type and then mapped to the address space of the aggregating server. 
1.3 Research Methods 
The research framework for this thesis is design science. Hevner et al. (2004) define 
design science as a research framework for creating and evaluating information tech-
nology artifacts intended to solve identified problems. How design science is applied to 
the research process depends on the author as well as the application domain it is ap-
plied to (Peffers et al., 2006).  
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In this thesis, the artifacts in question are the design and prototype implementation of 
the aggregating server, and the design science research process is divided into four 
phases: requirements definition, design, implementation and evaluation. Since there are 
not yet well defined requirements for this type of system in this domain, they must be 
improved. Based on these requirements, a design for the solution is created. This thesis 
is not intended to bring new information to the implementation phase, since only a 
proof-of-concept prototype is created based on the design, which in itself is a work in 
progress. The design is evaluated by testing the prototype. The prototype must be able 
to automatically map the address space from the devices used in testing to its own ad-
dress space, while implementing the desired functionality for the data exposed by the 
underlying server. 
 
Before presenting the results of the design science process, a literature study is conduct-
ed to the current state of technology in agricultural work machines and FMISs. The ca-
pabilities of OPC UA and aggregating servers are also explored thoroughly. The work-
ings of ISOBUS are studied sufficiently to give a clear picture of the design and imple-
mentation of the prototype ISOBUS UA server. 
1.4 Structure of the work 
First, in chapter 2, to get a general view of the application domain, FMISs and the 
ISOBUS communication protocol are briefly introduced, as well as some of the tech-
nical requirements of modern farm management. After this, in chapter 3, OPC UA, be-
ing the main technology of this thesis, is presented as thoroughly as needed. This chap-
ter also introduces the previously created OPC UA for ISOBUS information model. 
 
Chapter 4 begins the practical part of this thesis, first defining the requirements for the 
aggregating server design. Chapter 5 presents the actual design for the aggregating serv-
er based on the requirements definition. Chapter 6 shows the test setup and results for 
the prototype server and the mapping algorithm. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by 
summarizing what was done and learned, and by proposing possible future improve-
ments for the design. 
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2 Remote access to agricultural work machines 
2.1 Farm management 
Managing a farm is a continuous and complicated process that needs to consider a lot of 
different factors. In the end, farm management comes down to the farmer making and 
implementing decisions to the best of his ability to maximize the profit from his farm. 
These decisions have to account for a lot more than the actual farming process. A single 
decision may be affected by all of the different aspects of farm management.  
 
The complex nature of farm management is introduced well by Bliss (2015). First of all, 
the farmer must consider the situation of his farm and which kind of farming it is most 
suited for. For example, the nutrient content, humidity and other conditions of his soil 
may be more favorable to some crops than others. Also there may be some regional hos-
tile factors, like weeds, diseases and pests that may affect this decision. The farmer must 
also consider the economic situation. In deciding the crops to cultivate, he must account 
for the current seed price as well as the supply and demand of said crops. Also, depend-
ing on where the farm is located, some crops might be more profitable than others due 
to external factors like government regulations and subsidies. When the preliminary 
decisions are made, there are also a lot of decisions involved in the implementation of 
the farming. These include choosing what kind of machinery to invest in, what kind of 
irrigation systems are needed, designing drainage etc. Naturally, the economic aspect is 
closely bound to these decisions as well. 
 
It should also be noted that farm management is very farm and farmer dependent. Natu-
rally, the geographical location of the farm greatly affects what kind of farming it is 
suitable for. Even in the same country, different farms focus on different crops, which 
can cause a lot of different requirements for farm management. However, the most sig-
nificant factor in farm management is the farmer himself. He makes the decisions, either 
based on scientific research, past knowledge or a hunch. Farmers often have a lot of 
tacit knowledge and deeply rooted assumptions and approaches. One way of doing 
things is not necessarily better or worse than another. Thus there exists no single stand-
ardized and optimal way of running a farm. 
2.2 Farm management information systems 
As more and more sophisticated agricultural technology and practices have become 
common in developed countries, the effective management of a farm has in many cases 
become too much for the farmer to handle without some management information sys-
tem (MIS). A management information system is a common concept in many organiza-
tions regardless of the field of industry. The general purpose of an MIS is to analyze and 
facilitate activities in an organization, and to aid or automate human decision making 
(O’brien, 1999). 
 
A management information system designed specifically for farming operations is 
called a farm management information system. Sørensen et al. (2010a) define an FMIS 
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as a “system for the collecting, processing, storing and disseminating of data in the form 
of information needed to carry out the operations functions of the farm”. On top of the 
actual farming operations, the FMIS should assist the farmer to survive in a world of 
increasing complexity by aiding in complying with the different restrictions, regula-
tions, requirements and guidelines related to production as well as environmental fac-
tors, product quality, growing conditions and subsidies.  
 
The planning of farming operations based on the collected data can be automated to 
some degree but usually the farmer is either needed or wants to participate in farm oper-
ation planning. Thus, one of the most important roles of an FMIS is to provide infor-
mation for the farmer in a relevant and understandable way to assist the farmer in deci-
sion making. Sørensen (2010a) divides the functional requirements of an FMIS into four 
components: internal data collection, external information collection, plan generation 
and report generation. Murakami (2007) listed as some of the most important functional 
requirements a design aimed at the specific needs of the farmers, simple and easy to use 
interface, automated methods for data processing, a user controlled interface for access-
ing processing and analysis functions, integration of expert knowledge and user prefer-
ences, and enhanced integration and interoperability in general. Regardless of where 
you look for the requirements for an FMIS, the most often mentioned seem to be the 
collection and processing of data and a user friendly interface allowing access to and 
control of the different parts of the FMIS. The requirements and implementations of 
FMIS functions are examined in a bit more detail later in this section. 
 
A lot of studies have been conducted on the design and requirements of FMISs. From 
these studies, some of the more common problems involving FMIS implementation 
emerge. Nikkilä (2010) and Sørensen (2010b) suggest that one of the most common 
flaws in FMISs and one of the most common obstacles for their adoption are confusing 
and superfluous interfaces that have not been designed with the end user in mind. The 
design of an FMIS can be a daunting task, and while trying to figure out how to imple-
ment all of the practical requirements, it can be easy to forget that the end user is often a 
single farmer, who might not be very adept in the use of any software, let alone in 
adopting an extensive system like an FMIS. Also, farming is not a very generalized in-
dustry, in the sense that a single farmer might have a lot of tacit knowledge or prefer-
ences which can be impossible to predict from a purely engineering point of view. Be-
cause of this, FMISs should also be as customizable and flexible as possible to give 
room for the farmer’s preferences, further complicating the design task. 
 
Another difficult issue is related to data acquisition and processing. FMISs could benefit 
greatly from collected data from sources such as the process and internal data from the 
work machines, sensors measuring different qualities of the soil and from external ser-
vices, for example from a weather service. As of yet, there is still no accepted standard 
way of extracting on-line information from the work machines. Many technologies have 
been suggested, each having their benefits and drawbacks. There can be a lot of differ-
ent kinds of machines in the farm, and on top of this, data from multiple sites, which are 
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not necessary interrelated, may be collected to the same system (Sørensen, 2010a). 
Since a lot of these devices, sensors and services can use different standards and data 
formats, a lot of interoperability issues may arise from data transformations alone 
(Nikkilä, 2010). 
 
However, an even bigger issue than collecting and concentrating lots of different kinds 
of data is analyzing and processing this data to meaningful information that can actually 
assist the farmer in managing his farm. Sørensen (2010b) points out, that especially in 
precision agriculture, the management of information and decision making based on 
that analysis is a more fundamental issue than acquiring the data. Sørensen (2010a) 
notes, that this analyzing and decision-making process is for the most parts done manu-
ally, which is very labor intensive and time consuming. For this reason, large portions 
of information may often not be utilized at all. 
 
Sørensen (2010a) divided their FMIS model into functional components and suggested 
implementations for them. These are shown in Table 1.  
 
Table 1. Functional components for a possible FMIS, taken directly from (Sørensen, 2010a) 
Components Possible Implementations 
Farm activity 
monitoring 
Sensor readings from process activities (e.g. fuel consumption, 
yields measurements, RFID, GPS) 
Data acquisition Capturing of the sensor data and possibly presentation to the user 
(e.g. tractor terminal, mobile terminal, individual implement dis-
plays) 
Data transfer Transfer of the acquired data from the point of creation to some 
database or processing unit (e.g. GSM, GPRS, WLAN wireless 
technologies) 
Data processing Processing unit aggregating and/or deriving targeted indicators 
(e.g. central database, web-server, application logic) 
Internal reposito-
ry 
Database holding information on the “operations history” of the 
farm (e.g. local database on the farmer pc or central database, such 
as the personalized web-database Danish field database) 
Search internal 
information 
Locate specific information in the internal repository (e.g. specific 
search application logic) 
Documentation 
generation 
Derivation of indicators to evaluate compliance with norms, stand-
ards, etc. (e.g. special designed tools for specifying realized appli-
cation rates, realized yields, etc.) 
Extract to audit Extraction of specific information for auditing (e.g. using special-
ized tools to extract the required and contextualized information) 
Automated vali-
dation 
Comparison between documentation and planned activities (e.g. 
specific tool for automated comparison) 
Search external 
information 
Locate specific information in the external distributed repository 
(e.g. specific search application logic for locating adverse sorts of 
guidelines for farming activities) 
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Information filtra-
tion 
Contextualization and specification of the needed information for 
planning purposes (e.g. application software for sorting and trans-
forming data/information into the right formats, etc.) 
Operations plan 
generation 
Decision making and plan generation for the farming processes and 
operations  (e.g. specialized planning software modules listing pre-
dicted application rates, machinery input, labor input, etc.) 
Plan repository Repository holding and listing the generated plans at specific times 
(e.g. a dedicated database) 
Plan execution Actual execution of the planned activities  (e.g. invoking different 
control system – for example downloading task files to the tractor 
controller for subsequent execution and control by the implement 
control unit (ECU)) 
 
 
In another paper, Sørensen (2011) presented a comprehensive list of data requirements 
and descriptions for a fertilizing use case. The data requirement table is unnecessarily 
large for the scope of this thesis, so a trimmed version of it is presented in appendix 1. 
Table 1 and appendix 1 both highlight the fact that data acquisition from the work ma-
chines is a relevant part of the future of farm management. Two farming concepts that 
would most benefit from the fully implemented work machine data acquisition are pre-
cision farming and fleet management. These are briefly introduced in the next sections. 
2.3 Precision farming 
Mondal et al. (2004) define precision farming as a scientific approach to improve agri-
cultural management by the application of information technology and satellite posi-
tioning to identify, analyze and manage the spatial and temporal variability of agro-
nomic parameters within a field by the timely application of only the required amount 
of a substance input to maximize profitability and sustainability while minimizing the 
environmental impact. The concept of precision farming emerged already in the 1980’s. 
However, it has developed significantly as the technologies it is dependent on have de-
veloped. In a paper published in 2007, Mondal & Tewari group the technologies that 
currently contribute to precision farming. These are positioning systems, yield mapping, 
remote sensing, soil and crop sensing, variable rate technology and information trans-
mission in farming. 
 
A positioning system is needed in precision farming to track the movements and posi-
tion of the tractor to detect where in a field certain activities should be done or have 
been done. A positioning system is easy to implement since satellite positioning tech-
nologies like the GPS (Global Positioning System) are nowadays commonplace.  
 
Yield mapping measure either the volume or mass rate of the harvested crop. Yield is 
one of the most significant indicators of successful precision farming. Collected data of 
the spatial variabilities of one year’s yield size can be used in evaluating the current 
plan and in improving next year’s plan. 
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Remote sensing consists of technologies intended to gather electromagnetic data from 
the surface or subsurface of the field. Examples of these technologies include Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (SAR) images and a Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR). These can be 
used for example to map weeds against bare soil, or to map the humidity of the soil be-
neath the surface (Mondal & Tewari, 2007). 
 
Soil and crop sensing measures different properties of the soil and crop using direct 
contact or proximate remote sensing technology to replace measurements that would 
otherwise need to be done from samples in a laboratory (Mondal & Tewari, 2007). Ex-
amples include the measurement of soil pH and humidity. One of the most significant 
soil properties to measure is its EC (Electrical Conductivity). According to Grisso et al. 
(2009), soil EC correlates with other properties such as soil texture, cation exchange 
capacity, drainage conditions, organic matter level, salinity and subsoil characteristics. 
 
Variable rate technology is used to implement variable rate application. Variable rate 
application is one of the most fundamental concepts of precision farming. It is a tech-
nique where the application rate of fertilizers or seeds or other substances changes ac-
cording to the properties of specific locations in a field. The implementation of variable 
rate application is dependent on the positioning system of the tractor and the electronic 
control capabilities of its implements. 
 
Information transmission in this context refers to the transfer of data from the work ma-
chines. Most modern agricultural work machines use the ISO 11783 communication 
protocol (introduced in section 2.6), so the format of data transfer in work machines has 
become pretty well standardized. Of course there are still a lot of manufacturer depend-
ent differences in different tractors and implements. A standardized and reliable tech-
nology to transfer the data from the ISOBUS network to some external system is yet to 
be decided. In addition to the ISOBUS data, data from the positioning system, which is 
usually an external device, must also be transferred. 
 
The benefits of precision farming are increased yield and smaller negative environmen-
tal impact. Especially in Europe the need for precision farming has increased signifi-
cantly in recent years. This is partly due to the fact that farms in most Western European 
countries are quite small compared to the sizes modern and expensive agricultural tech-
nology would be capable to handle (Bliss, 2015). Since the competition is quite tough, 
relying on old technology is often not feasible. Thus it is necessary for most farmers to 
maximize the yield from their small amounts of land. Environmental awareness has also 
increased in recent decades, resulting in stricter regulations for farmers to abide to.  
2.4 Fleet management 
Fleet management refers to a variety of considerations that are involved in the effective 
managing of a fleet consisting of any mobile vehicles, like cars, ships, aircraft, trains as 
well as agricultural work machines. Sørensen & Bochtis (2010) define agricultural fleet 
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management as the decision-making of a farmer or a machine contractor concerning, for 
example, resource allocation, scheduling, routing, real-time monitoring of vehicles and 
materials, supervision of the use and maintenance of the machines and the administra-
tive functions associated with these. Various fleet management tools are used as support 
for these decisions. 
 
In large farms, effective fleet management is a requisite for the effective execution of 
the various farming operations. The central task of fleet management is related to the 
logistics involved in these farming operations. A very basic example of the objectives of 
fleet management in terms of logistics is to minimize the operation time of each ma-
chine while completing the necessary tasks, thus reducing the fuel consumption and 
wearing of the machine as well as the working hours of the drivers. Agricultural work 
machines are large investments, making their optimal acquisition and utilization an im-
portant priority (Sørensen & Bochtis, 2010). 
 
However, due to the biological nature of agriculture, there are a lot of uncertainties and 
dynamic considerations to account for. Large scale harvesting is a multi-stage operation 
requiring the sequenced usage of many different agricultural machines, like harvesters, 
transport trucks and unloaders. Planning the harvest operation can be a complex task 
which involves the scheduling and route planning of all these machines while consider-
ing factors like weather, varying yield size, customer needs, individual machine perfor-
mance and everything else that may affect some part of it during any point of the har-
vest. Traditional fleet management tools are used to create a plan beforehand with off-
line data. Similarly to precision farming, the actual execution of a previous cycle is 
compared to its plan, and this information is used to fine tune the next cycle. However, 
all these different variabilities related to the different actors involved in fleet manage-
ment quite clearly indicate a need for dynamic plan revising based on on-line data. This 
is featured in the conceptual model for fleet management presented by Sørensen & 
Bochtis. 
 
While the logistics point of view is the most dominant when discussing fleet manage-
ment, machine maintenance can be counted as an equally important part since the prop-
er operation of the machines is a requisite for the effective execution of the scheduling 
and routing plans. Work machines often have a fixed periodic schedule for inspection 
and maintenance, but this is not always enough to prevent malfunctions during opera-
tion. Depending on the data available from an individual machine, online data from the 
work machines could possibly be utilized to warn about and prevent these malfunctions, 
thus reducing larger and more expensive repair operations and giving the farmer more 
leverage in creating a replacement plan. 
2.5 Work machines 
Though modern farms may involve many different kinds of technology ranging from 
weather stations to building automation to IT-systems, agricultural work machines refer 
to the tractors and the various implements attached to them that are used to perform the 
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actual farming operations. There is little fundamental variability in tractors since their 
function has always been to mobilize the implements attached to them. There are many 
different implements each designed for a specific field operation, like tillage, seeding, 
fertilizing, harvesting, baling etc. A single implement may also be capable of handling 
more than one of these tasks.  
 
The work machines a farmer uses rarely come from the same manufacturer. The tractor 
can be from a different manufacturer than the implements, and even the different im-
plements used by the same tractor can all be from different manufacturers. This has long 
been the case, so the standardization of the connections between tractors and different 
implements has been necessary.  
 
These work machines have experienced a rapid evolution from purely mechanical com-
pletely human controlled devices to electronically controlled almost fully or completely 
automated systems with sophisticated user interfaces. This raised interoperability issues 
between agricultural machinery from different manufacturers since the implements were 
now controlled remotely from the tractor and there was no standard method specified 
for this communication. Currently, the ISO 11783 communication protocol has become 
the accepted standard in most modern agricultural machinery. 
2.6 ISO 11783 
ISO 11783 (often referred to as ISOBUS) is a communication protocol designed specif-
ically for agricultural work machines. Motivation for its creation originated partly from 
the fact tractors and their implements have developed rapidly in the past years, with 
increasing amounts of electronics and automation becoming commonplace. For feasible 
interoperability between various tractors and implements from different manufacturers, 
a common communication standard was necessary. One of the aims of the ISOBUS 
standard is to enable the connection of different implements in a plug-and-play manner 
(ISOBUS Specification Part 1, 2006). 
 
ISOBUS is partly based on an older standard, SAE J1939, which is a similar standard 
originally intended as a communication standard for cars and trucks. They are both 
based on the CAN 2.0B protocol and similar message frames, allowing both messages 
to be passed on the same bus (ISOBUS Specification Part 1, 2006). This is important, 
since many tractor buses use SAE J1939 for communication (Piirainen, 2014), and it 
allows electronic control units designed to meet the requirements of SAE J1939 to also 
be used with agricultural equipment (ISOBUS Specification Part 1, 2006).  
 
ISOBUS is a large standard, consisting of 14 different specifications. The main purpose 
of the standard is to standardize the method and format of data transfer between sensors, 
actuators, control elements, information storage and display units and whatever elec-
tronic systems an agricultural work machine might have (ISOBUS Specification Part 1, 
2006). In this paper, we don’t go into much detail of the ISOBUS standard. This section 
introduces some of the most essential terms and concepts of the standard to give the 
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reader a general picture of the aspects related to the OPC UA server for ISOBUS work 
machines. 
2.6.1 Terms and concepts 
An electronic control unit, or ECU, is an independent electronic item, the purpose of 
which is to implement a certain control function, like the nozzle control of a fertilizer 
applicator (ISOBUS Specification Part 1, 2006). ECUs are the main actors of an 
ISOBUS network, as they implement the actual functions to operate the agricultural 
equipment. A single control function can consist of multiple ECUs (ISOBUS Specifica-
tion Part 1, 2006). There are some ECUs in the network with special roles, including the 
tractor ECU, task controller and virtual terminal. 
 
The tractor ECU is a network interconnect unit designed to handle the messages be-
tween the tractor network and the implement network if they are included in the same 
system. Messages from the implement network are interpreted by the tractor ECU and 
communicated forward to the ECUs in the tractor network and vice versa (ISOBUS 
Specification Part 1, 2006).  
 
The virtual terminal is an ECU consisting of a display and several buttons that give the 
operator an interface to a tractor or an implement. The actual interface for the virtual 
terminal is downloaded from the implement, and communication between the terminal 
and the implement is handled through standardized ISOBUS messages (ISOBUS Speci-
fication Part 1, 2006). 
 
The purpose of the task controller is to provide scheduled control for the control func-
tions of an implement, and to collect data from these completed control functions for 
evaluating how well they were executed according to the plan. Tasks are given to the 
task controller as a standardized XML-file, which is created with an FMIS. The task file 
contains complete information about what the task is, when and how it should be done, 
how much of each substance to use etc. When the task file is received, the task control-
ler sends control messages to the different ECUs required to execute the defined task. 
 
The most important concept from the point of view of this thesis is the DDOP (Device 
Description Object Pool). It is formed as an XML-file which can be either distributed 
separately by the device manufacturer or it can be exported directly from the device 
through the ISOBUS network. The purpose of the DDOP is to provide all information 
about the device necessary for task planning and execution for the device. This infor-
mation includes the type and serial number of the device, the list of separate smaller 
entities forming the device such as tanks and controllers (called device elements), the 
geometry of important parts of the device and the supported process data variables of 
the device. This information is needed by the FMIS in planning the task file, and by the 
task controller in executing it (ISOBUS Specification Part 10, 2009). 
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2.6.2 Communication and overview 
A typical ISOBUS network consists of a tractor connected to various implements. In 
addition to normal tractor functionality like brakes and transmission, the tractor bus also 
holds the important ECUs mentioned above; the tractor ECU, the task controller and the 
virtual terminal. To the tractor, various rear- or side-mounted implements can be at-
tached. They contain network interconnect units which are used to connect multiple 
network segments with different architectures to each other, as well as various ECUs to 
execute the control functions of those implements. 
 
Messages in the ISOBUS network consist of one or more CAN 2.0B data frames. In 
addition to the data it is carrying, each frame contains an identifier. The identifier con-
tains information such as the frame priority, its source and destination addresses, and 
the PDU (Protocol Data Unit) format of the frame, which is used to determine whether 
the frame is sent to a specific destination address or using the group extension format, 
detailed in (ISOBUS Specification Part 3, 1998). From different components of the ID, 
which are also detailed in (ISOBUS Specification Part 3, 1998), the PGN (Parameter 
Group Number) of the frame is determined. The PGN is used to determine the actual 
type of the message, such as request, acknowledgment or data transfer. If a message is 
formed of more than one CAN frames (then called a multi-packet message), the PGN of 
each frame is the same. 
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3 OPC Unified Architecture 
3.1 General 
OPC is a communication standard designed for vendor-independent data exchange in an 
industrial environment, especially in SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisi-
tion) and HMI (Human Machine Interface) applications. A basic use case for OPC is, 
for example, to continuously collect sensor and other data from one or more devices 
such as a PLC and pass this data between the devices and an HMI. OPC Classic has 
become widely accepted and it has gained a firm foothold in many industries, despite 
some of its shortcomings, such as dependence on windows platforms and problems in 
remote communication due to COM and DCOM technologies (Mahnke, 2009). OPC 
UA is an improved implementation of the ideas behind OPC Classic, attempting to fix 
its shortcomings and to expand the usefulness of the architecture with improvements 
such as the object-oriented address space model, platform-independence, service-
oriented architecture, secure and access controlled internet communication, extensible 
information modeling and meta information (Mahnke, 2009). OPC UA has been under 
active development in the last few years and while it is generally accepted that OPC UA 
has future potential and is capable of the tasks required of OPC Classic and more, its 
adaptation is still rather minimal compared to OPC Classic. 
 
The complete OPC UA specification is quite large. This chapter introduces the basic 
principles of OPC UA and the specifications and features necessary from the perspec-
tive of this thesis. 
 
3.2 Client-server model 
Servers and clients are the most fundamental building blocks of OPC UA, since OPC 
UA is implemented as a system following the client-server model. OPC UA servers and 
clients are software applications usually developed with a UA SDK (Software Devel-
opment Kit).  
 
UA servers are applications that expose information from a device, such as the sensor 
data of an assembly line or a mobile work machine. A UA server supports one or more 
information models, which define how the information exposed by the server is typed 
and classified. The actual representation of this information is called the servers address 
space. Both of these concepts are opened in more detail in the following chapters. 
 
UA clients are applications that connect to UA servers to operate on the information 
exposed by them. Clients are used, for example, to find information from the server’s 
address space, read and write server data, subscribe to certain changes or events and to 
call server methods. This communication between clients and servers is handled by ser-
vices, which are a part of the OPC UA specifications (OPC UA Specifcation Part 4, 
2012). The relevant services for this thesis are introduced in section 3.4. 
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Though UA servers and clients are clearly functionally separate entities, they don’t have 
to be separate from the application perspective. A single application can hold both a 
server and a client. The aggregating server, which is introduced in section 3.5, is an ap-
plication consisting of one UA server and multiple UA clients connected to different 
servers. 
3.3 Address space and information modeling 
The Address Space, defined in OPC UA Specifcation Part 3 (2012), is the actual repre-
sentation of the information that a UA server exposes. It is formed by nodes and refer-
ences, which can be explored by a client. With a graphical client like UAExpert, the 
address space can be explored by its hierarchical references in the same manner as a 
normal folder structure. The default structure of the address space consists of a Root 
folder holding three main folders: Objects, Types and Views. An example of a simple 
address space is presented in Figure 1. 
 
 
Figure 1. OPC UA address space. Everything except the DeviceSet folder and its contents belong to 
the default address space. 
 
The Objects folder holds the instantiated node types of the server. That is, every device, 
sensor or whatever the server is exposing information from, is shown somewhere in the 
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Objects folder as a node or a group of nodes. This folder also holds a Server Object, 
which implements the Capabilities and Diagnostics extension to provide information 
about the server itself. 
 
The Types folder holds the TypeDefinitions of the server as nodes. The purpose of this 
is to allow clients to access all type information of the server without beforehand 
knowledge. All nodes in the Objects folder must have a HasTypeDefinition reference 
pointing to a node in the Types folder. 
 
The Views folder contains the entry points to the specified views of the server. From 
here, the desired excerpts of the address space can be browsed while the rest of the 
nodes remain invisible. 
3.3.1 NodeClasses 
To represent information more unambiguously, nodes are divided into NodeClasses, the 
most important of which are Objects, Variables and Methods (Mahnke, 2009).  
 
Objects represent entities that can have variables and methods, both of which must al-
ways belong to an object (Mahnke, 2009). The purpose of objects is to group infor-
mation, and they usually represent a complete entity like a work machine, or a certain 
component of a machine. Objects cannot by themselves represent a data value; values 
must always be represented as Variables. 
 
Variables are used to represent values of different data types. Though the value of a 
Variable can originate also from some internal nodes of the server, Variables are used to 
connect the server to some real world data source, for example, the output of a tempera-
ture sensor. Variables are also used to express additional metadata for a node. 
 
Methods relate to Objects in a similar way as they do in object-oriented programming. 
They are called by a client with the specified input arguments, and after the method is 
run, the specified output arguments are returned to the client. Methods can be used for 
many kinds of purposes, including calculation operations based on some current or his-
torical Variable values and passing commands to the underlying machine, for example 
to start a motor. 
 
One less used NodeClass is the View. On many servers they are not implemented at all, 
but when looking at aggregating servers especially from the point of an FMIS, they ap-
pear to hold a lot of potential. Views are used to restrict the visibility of the server’s 
Address Space. This allows the user to pick a specific view for a specific task. For ex-
ample, a “Process Data View” could be implemented, which would show from every 
object only certain variables related to exposing process data, while hiding everything 
else. The address space size of some UA servers can possibly reach hundreds of thou-
sands of nodes, at which point browsing for information by hand becomes nearly im-
possible. 
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3.3.2 References 
References are used to relate nodes to each other. Even though technically a reference 
can exist by itself, it cannot be accessed on its own and it has no meaning without a 
source and a target node, since their only purpose is to define the semantics of how dif-
ferent nodes are connected (Mahnke, 2009). For example, the sensor data nodes (Varia-
bles) of a machine (Object) could be connected to the machine with references of type 
HasComponent originating from the machine Object to each of the Variable nodes 
(more information on types and some examples of them are introduced in section 3.3.4).  
 
While there is no point in having references without nodes, there is likewise little sense 
in having nodes without references leading to them. This is because in addition to defin-
ing the semantics of the structure between the nodes, another important function of ref-
erences is to allow browsing the address space of the server. If the NodeId of a desired 
node is not known beforehand, it cannot be accessed without a reference leading to it. 
3.3.3 Attributes 
Attributes are used to describe a node. They do not represent metadata related to what-
ever the node itself is representing, but rather information about the node relevant to the 
server and clients. All nodes have a set of attributes, some of which are common for all 
nodes regardless of its NodeClass. The common attributes for all nodes are listed in 
Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Common attributes for all nodes (Mahnke, 2009) 
Attribute 
NodeId 
NodeClass 
BrowseName 
DisplayName 
Description 
WriteMask 
UserWriteMask 
 
 
The most important attribute is NodeId, which identifies the node. All NodeIds in a 
server must be unique. NodeIds are used to refer to nodes in service calls made by cli-
ents. NodeIds consist of a NamespaceIndex and an identifier. NamespaceIndex repre-
sents a naming authority of the current type of node. Each server holds a list of the 
NamespaceUris on the server, each representing a part of the server’s information mod-
els. For example, the NamespaceUri of the OPC UA base information model is 
“http://opcfoundation.org/UA/”, and it always has the NamespaceIndex 0, regardless of 
the server. The order of other NamespaceIndices is not fixed (Mahnke, 2009). The iden-
tifier part of the NodeId can be either a numeric value, String, GUID (Globally Unique 
Identifier) or a byte string (Mahnke, 2009). 
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BrowseName is the name of the node for browsing purposes. BrowseNames consist of 
the NamespaceIndex of the node and the name string. DisplayName is the name of the 
node as shown to clients. It consists only of a localized string. Description is also a lo-
calized string, and can contain additional information about the node. WriteMasks and 
UserWriteMasks define which attributes of the node are writable, respectively for any 
client and only the current user. 
 
Depending on the NodeClass, there are a lot of attributes that are not common between 
all classes. An important one of these is the Value attribute of Variables. This attribute 
exposes the actual value of whatever the variable is representing, for example the output 
of a sensor. Values can be of many data types, and they can be either scalars or arrays of 
one or more dimension. These are defined by additional attributes of the NodeClass 
Variable.  
3.3.4 Types 
The ability of OPC UA to expose detailed information about different systems can be 
largely attributed to Types. All nodes (except methods) and references must have a type 
definition (Mahnke, 2009). Type definitions are used to describe the semantic as well as 
the underlying structure of a node, to which all instantiated nodes must adhere to. 
 
The OPC UA base information model provides basic type definitions, which can be 
used to describe almost any system, but are rather abstract in nature. However, the pow-
er of OPC UA information modeling comes from the ability to create custom infor-
mation models for a specific purpose. The types of the base information model can be 
subtyped to represent more detailed and specific entities. For example, a temperature 
sensor could have its own “TemperatureSensorType” type definition, or it could be an 
instance of a more general “SensorType” type.  
 
Type definitions can be either simple or complex. A simple ObjectType only defines the 
semantic of the object, whereas a complex ObjectType defines an underlying structure 
of nodes for the object (Mahnke, 2009). 
Object types 
On the top of the object hierarchy of the OPC UA base information model is the 
BaseObjectType. All other object types are inherited from this base type. 
Variable types 
Variables are divided in two distinct types which should be used in different contexts: 
Data Variables and Properties. Data Variables are used to expose actual changing data 
from the underlying system, like sensor readings, states of a device etc. Data Variable 
types can be complex, though their children are limited to other Data Variables and 
Properties. 
 
Properties are always simple, which means that they are always the leaf nodes of a hier-
archy. They are used to expose metadata and to describe nodes where attributes are not 
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enough. Common uses for properties are, for example, to define the unit of a value ex-
posed by a DataVariable, or to tell how many times a node in the address space has 
changed. 
 
One relevant standard property from the point of view of this thesis is the ServerArray, 
located under the Server object. The ServerArray contains a list of the ServerUris of the 
server. A ServerUri is a unique string identifier of an OPC UA server. The first 
ServerUri in the ServerArray always belong to the local server, while the rest of the 
ServerUris point to other OPC UA servers to which the server may be connected to. The 
indices of the ServerArray can be used to refer to nodes which are located on another 
server.  
Reference types 
Even though references are not nodes and they cannot be accessed directly, 
ReferenceTypes are exposed as nodes in the address space the same way as all other 
type definitions, allowing clients to access information about the references. 
ReferenceTypes also have all the common attributes listed in Table 2, as well as some 
additional attributes. 
 
ReferenceTypes are divided into hierarchical and nonhierarchical references. Hierar-
chical references contribute to the hierarchical structure of the server address space 
(though they can still lead to loops), while nonhierarchical references do not. An exam-
ple of a nonhierarchical ReferenceType is the HasTypeDefinition reference, which 
points from a node instance to the TypeDefinition node of that node. Some examples of 
hierarchical ReferenceTypes are HasChild, HasComponent and Organizes. 
3.3.5 Standard extension information models 
In addition to the base information model defined by OPC UA Specification parts 3 and 
5, the OPC UA specifications define some standard extension models, as well as some 
domain specific companion models, created by other authors (Mahnke, 2009). The 
standard extension information models and the specification part where they are defined 
are listed in Table 3.  
 
Table 3. Standard information model extensions (Mahnke, 2009) 
Information model Specification 
Capabilities and Diagnostics (OPC UA Specifcation Part 5, 2012) 
Data Access (OPC UA Specifcation Part 8, 2012) 
Historical Access and Aggregates (OPC UA Specifcation Parts 11 and 13, 2012) 
State Machine (OPC UA Specifcation Part 5, 2012) 
Programs (OPC UA Specifcation Part 10, 2012) 
Alarms and Conditions (OPC UA Specifcation Part 9, 2012) 
 
 
All of the listed extensions include type definitions for nodes that ease the implementa-
tion of the functionality that information model is designed for. The Capabilities and 
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Diagnostics model contains information about the server, its clients and the services 
used in it, from the perspective of either the whole server, a single session or a single 
subscription. Data Access defines variable types and properties, which assist in repre-
senting data in a clearly defined way. The Historical Access and Aggregates model ex-
tends on the Capabilities and Diagnostics model. It defines how historical time series 
and event data are represented and accessed, and provides ways to expose aggregated 
data. As the name suggests, State Machine provides and information model for state 
machines. This model is used by both Programs and Alarms and Conditions. Programs 
are used for more complex implementations than what could be achieved with methods 
only. Programs are long running and stateful functions that can be used, for example, to 
run control operations. Alarms and Conditions uses state information to define event-
based alarms and conditions. 
 
The domain specific models are not part of the standard OPC UA base information 
model specification, although some of them are certified by the OPC foundation and 
added to a companion specification (Mahnke, 2009). Some examples of these include 
information models for MTConnect (OPC UA Companion Specification, 2013a), Ana-
lyser Devices (OPC UA Companion Specification, 2013b) and ISA-95 (OPC UA 
Common Object Model, 2013). 
 
The most important companion information model for this thesis is OPC UA for Devic-
es (OPC UA Companion Specification, 2013c), which provides a unified way to model 
devices as Objects and to expose all its parameters. UA Devices is a very general mod-
el, which is designed to present most devices regardless of their underlying protocols. 
For more domain-specific implementations, the types provided by UA Devices can be 
subtyped to represent a more specific device type accurately. In the previous thesis, an 
information model intended specifically for ISOBUS work machines was designed 
based on the Devices information model. This OPC UA for ISOBUS model is used as a 
basis for the aggregation software of this thesis, and it is explained in more detail in 
section “3.6 Previous Work”.  
3.4 Services 
Services, defined in OPC UA Specifcation Part 4 (2012), are calls directed at UA serv-
ers by clients to handle the communications between them. Services are meant for a 
specific task, though a server may define custom implementations for some services (for 
example, this is useful when implementing an aggregating server). OPC UA specifies a 
lot of services, of which only a few are immediately relevant for the development of an 
aggregating server. These services are introduced briefly below. 
  
Probably the most fundamental service is Browse, which is used to navigate the address 
space of a server. The Browse service is called for a starting node with some specified 
filters, and it returns a list of nodes connected to the starting node, according to the 
specified filters (for example, only nodes connected to the starting node with a specified 
ReferenceType could be returned). 
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While Browse is used to find nodes, it only returns the attributes from each node that 
are necessary to fill up the browse tree. To actually access and manipulate the data or 
metadata of those nodes, two new services are required: Read and Write. Read is used 
to read the rest of the attributes of a node. Though it can be specified which attributes 
are returned, the most usual use case for read is to always return all attributes of a node. 
The working principles of Write are the same as those of Read, but instead of reading, 
the specified attributes are overwritten. 
 
When it is necessary to continuously monitor a node instead of a single Read operation, 
the Subscribe service can be used. There are a lot of other services that are needed by 
Subscribe, but in a nutshell, it is used to monitor either a change in the Value attribute 
of a Variable, an Event, or an aggregated Value. When a client subscribes to any of the-
se, a Monitored Item for the current type (Value, Event or aggregated Value) is created. 
A single subscription made by a client can hold multiple instances of all of these Moni-
tored Item types (Mahnke, 2009). Each monitored item has a sampling rate, which de-
fines how often the server checks for value changes in the items. When a value change 
or an Event occurs, the server sends notifications to the client, and the value is updated. 
 
Many OPC UA servers collect historical data from the values of certain nodes into a 
database. This database can be implemented in whatever way is found feasible, as long 
as the server supports the necessary services to allow clients to read data from the data-
base regardless of the implementation. An example of collecting history data from UA 
nodes to an SQL-database is presented by Asikainen (2013) in his master’s thesis. With 
the HistoryRead service, a client can retrieve the values for one or more nodes by sup-
plying the NodeIds of the required nodes and the desired time interval from which the 
values for the nodes are then returned (OPC UA Specifcation Part 11, 2012). 
3.5 Aggregating servers 
An aggregating server is a server architecture concept in OPC UA. The concept is brief-
ly introduced by Mahnke (2009) and the basis for it is built into the OPC UA specifica-
tion, but as of yet, to the best knowledge of the writer, there are no generally accepted 
specific solutions for them. Essentially it is a system of OPC UA servers and clients that 
allows concentrating some or all information from multiple servers to a single aggregat-
ing server. The structure of an aggregating server is exemplified in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Example of an aggregating server architecture 
  
 
The ability of an aggregating server to concentrate data from other UA servers is 
achieved via internal clients embedded to the aggregating server. For each underlying 
server to be aggregated there exists an internal UA client connecting to it. The client is 
used to access the address space of the underlying server via the standard UA services 
used in client-server communication. (Mahnke, 2009). The desired parts of the underly-
ing address space are mapped to the address space of the aggregating server. These ad-
dress space chunks may be instantiated to the aggregating servers address space exactly 
as they appear on the underlying server or they may be transformed to a different con-
figuration during mapping. The address spaces of the underlying servers can vary great-
ly, so for the aggregating server to be able to offer a unified and concentrated view of 
the servers it is aggregating, the relevant information from these underlying address 
spaces must be made to conform to the structure of the aggregating address space. The 
aggregating server may also condense the data from multiple underlying nodes to a sin-
gle aggregated node, displaying, for example, the average or some other calculated val-
ue from these nodes. 
 
From a client’s perspective, an aggregating server is like any other UA server. It re-
sponds to the same service calls and the information from the underlying servers is di-
rectly obtainable from the aggregating server’s address space without prior knowledge 
of the underlying servers. An aggregating server may also itself be aggregated. This 
offers a lot of flexibility enabling OPC UA to be used in multi-level system integration 
where each level can aggregate previous levels. These aggregating servers can then be 
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used as interfaces to both monitor and control lower level functionality. Even though 
clients may not be able to tell the difference between an aggregating server and a regu-
lar UA server, the functionality of certain services between the service call and return-
ing the results have to be modified for the aggregating server to relay the content of the-
se calls between the client and the underlying servers.  
 
The most basic service implementations an aggregating server needs to modify are read, 
subscribe, and, depending on the use case of the server, write. For example, when a cli-
ent wants to read the value attribute of a specified variable node in the address space of 
the aggregating server, this service call must be relayed to the corresponding node in the 
underlying server to fetch the actual value, which is then used to overwrite the old value 
of the aggregating node and returned to the client. Depending on how and for what pur-
pose the aggregating server is used, the requirements for modifications and how they 
can be implemented may vary greatly. In any case, there must be a way to connect the 
nodes from the aggregating address space to the corresponding nodes in the aggregated 
address spaces. 
3.5.1 Address space mapping 
A typical use case of an aggregating server is such that it connects to multiple servers 
with varying address spaces and different information models, extracts the relevant 
nodes from these address spaces and exposes the extracted content from all underlying 
servers in a unified aggregating address space. This may be done manually, but most 
likely some automatic mapping mechanism is required. 
 
A mapping mechanism must be able to browse through the remote address space, iden-
tify the correct nodes to be aggregated and to create the corresponding nodes to the ag-
gregating address space according to some mapping rule set while maintaining a con-
nection between these nodes. If the information models and the structure of the address 
space of both the underlying and the aggregating servers are known beforehand, creat-
ing fixed mapping rules for them is fairly simple. However this is an unlikely case, 
since the underlying servers may have different information models and the address 
space structures of similar devices even in the same server may have large differences. 
 
The OPC UA specification defines no standard method for this address space mapping 
problem, nor has there been a lot of research on the matter. In one of the few studies 
made, Großman et al. (2014) proposed a model where the mapping rules are included in 
UA information model extensions. In his model, both the aggregating server and each 
underlying server contain an information model extension defining the rules required 
for address space mapping.  
 
Großman’s information model for the aggregating server defines types that are mainly 
used to keep a list of all aggregated servers and available servers yet to be aggregated. 
The information model for the underlying servers contain the actual mapping rules. 
There are two separate types for this, one specifying the rules for mapping types, and 
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another one for instances. Type mapping rules are used to identify semantically identi-
cal types with different nodeIds or BrowseNames from the underlying servers. The in-
formation model also contains two methods, ExportTypeDefiniton and 
ImportTypeDefinition, which are used to serialize the necessary information of a type in 
an underlying server to establish the same type in another server.  
 
One of the strengths of Großman’s model is that the mapping rules are included in the 
UA information models, thus requiring no external mapping rules. However it may not 
always be feasible to implement the extension model to all underlying servers. In these 
cases, the mapping rules must be defined via a separate aggregation configurator. 
Großman’s model seems very useful in identifying types and mapping them against 
each other. However, he states in his paper that “the corresponding references between 
the proxy nodes are also maintained just as they are maintained on the underlying serv-
ers, so that the structure information of the underlying address space is preserved”. This 
makes his solution infeasible if the aggregation procedure involves the structural trans-
formation of the underlying address space. 
3.5.2 Commercial implementations 
Aggregating servers are often very use case specific, so a general implementation that’s 
easily usable in most circumstances is a difficult design task. However, there are some 
commercially available implementations designed for a specific purpose but usable in 
most environments. 
 
One example of these is OPC UA Historian by Prosys 
(https://www.prosysopc.com/products/opc-ua-historian/). It is an aggregating server 
which is designed to store historical data from the underlying servers to an SQL data-
base. The stored history data can be accessed via an OPC UA client or directly from the 
database with an SQL client. Prosys’s Historian is heavily based on the master’s thesis 
by Asikainen (2013). 
 
Another example is the UaGateway by Unified Automation (https://www.unified-
automation.com/products/wrapper-and-proxy/uagateway.html). It is an aggregating 
server that acts as a wrapper for classic COM/DCOM based OPC servers and OPC UA 
servers. It can connect to multiple UA and OPC Classic servers at the same time and 
allow access to these with either a UA or a OPC Classic client. It can also tunnel 
COM/DCOM connections through a UA connection, offering more secure access to 
OPC Classic servers. 
3.6 Previous work 
This thesis is based on previous work done by Piirainen (2014). In his thesis, he de-
signed an OPC UA information model (OPC UA for ISOBUS) for a tractor/implement 
ISOBUS network, and implemented a working prototype UA server which was tested 
both in laboratory conditions as well as with a real machine. The model exposes the 
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internal states of the tractors subsystems, as well as the process data from the tractor and 
its implements, the latter of which is defined by the implements DDOP. 
 
OPC UA for ISOBUS defines object and variable types for the implements DDOP, the 
tractor and for the GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) of the tractor. The 
ISOBUS information model is an example of the versatility of OPC UA information 
modeling due to sub-typing. The object types for both the devices and device elements 
from the DDOP, the tractor and the GNSS are all inherited from object types of the 
OPC UA Devices model. OPC UA for ISOBUS uses the full extent of OPC UA Devic-
es while defining its own more specific types for different devices. 
 
For this thesis, the most relevant part of the ISOBUS information model and UA server 
is the DDOP. The object types for the DDOP are shown in Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3. UA object types for the implements DDOP, adapted from Piirainen (2014). The arrow 
with two triangular heads represents a HasSubtype reference, and the arrow with the short 
perpendicular line as its head represents a HasComponent reference 
 
The ISOBUSDeviceType represents the implement from which the DDOP originates. 
There is only one of these per DDOP, since each implement has its own DDOP. Each 
ISOBUSDevice object has at least one child ISOBUSDeviceElement object, but usually 
there are more of these. ISOBUSDeviceElementType represents the smaller items of the 
device to which its functionality can be divided to. Both of these types have a 
ParameterSet object as a child, which contains all the DataVariables of each device or 
device element. These DataVariables represent different characteristics of the device or 
device element, so for clarity, they are divided further into functional groups (with UA 
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objects of the type FunctionalGroupType) according to what kind of data they represent. 
ISOBUSDeviceType only has one functional group, but the DataVariables from device 
elements can be divided into multiple groups, such as the process data of the device 
element, its properties or its physical dimensions (Piirainen, 2014). 
 
ISOBUSDeviceType has only one parameter, which is its NAME. NAME is a unique 
eight byte long identifier of an ECU, which contains information about the ECU, such 
as its control functions, manufacturer and serial number. The information model defines 
a NAMEType, which is used only for the variables exposing the NAME of an ECU 
(Piirainen, 2014, ISO, 2006). 
 
The parameters for ISOBUSDeviceElementType have their own variable types defined 
in the information model. These are shown in Figure 4. 
 
 
Figure 4. Variable types for ISOBUSDeviceElementType, adapted from Piirainen (2014) 
 
The DDOP file specifies a number of process data items and properties for the device, 
which are represented by the types inherited from ISOBUSAnalogItemType and 
ISOBUSDiscreteItemType. All of these types have as their properties a designator, 
which is just a string describing the process data item or property, a data dictionary 
identifier (DDI) and a data dictionary entity (DDE) name. A data dictionary is a file 
which lists all process data items and properties that ISOBUS devices use, and the nec-
essary information about them, like their units, minimum and maximum values etc. The 
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DDI is the index number of the current process data item or property in the data diction-
ary file, and DDEName is the name corresponding to the index number specified in the 
data dictionary file. ISOBUSAnalogItemType is defined for DDEs that have a continu-
ous data type (double), and ISOBUSDiscreteItemType for DDEs that have a discrete 
data type (enumeration). 
 
For the data from the sub-systems of the tractor or from the GNSS, the following object 
types were defined: ISOBUSTractorDeviceType and ISOBUSGNSSDeviceType. Both 
of these types expose their data categorized in functional groups in the same way as 
ISOBUSDeviceType and ISOBUSDeviceElementType. ISOBUSTractorDeviceType 
exposes the data from the subsystems of the tractor, and ISOBUSGNSSDeviceType 
exposes the positional data from a GNSS receiver, which is usually an external or sepa-
rate device from the tractor. The parameters of these object types are exposed as 
BaseDataVariableTypes. Both of these object types are inherited from DeviceType. 
 
The information model also defines types for to the SAE J1939 communication net-
work. It defines the J1939DeviceType, which is also a subtype of DeviceType. Like the 
other types inherited from DeviceType, J1939DeviceType also has a parameter set 
which is grouped into functional groups. However, the functional groups for 
J1939DeviceType use their own J1939FunctionalGroupType. It differs from the basic 
FunctionalGroupType in that it has a PGN-property. J1939FunctionalGroupTypes cor-
respond to a J1939 message, which is identified by the PGN. The parameters for 
J1939DeviceType are exposed as BaseDataVariableTypes. 
 
The prototype UA server is designed to work in a plug-and-play manner for imple-
ments. When the server is running and an implement is connected, a series of messages 
are sent back and forth between the server and the bus, which ultimately results in the 
transfer of the DDOP from the implement to the server. The DDOP is parsed by the 
server, and the according objects and variables representing the implement are instanti-
ated to the server address space. After this the bus keeps continuously sending process 
data values from the implement, which are used to update the values of the correspond-
ing nodes in the server. 
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4 Requirements 
This chapter defines the requirements for the aggregating server as well as specifies the 
complete system it needs to interact with. The requirements are derived from the point 
of view of data acquisition in farm management, especially with regards to the needs of 
precision farming and fleet management. Section 4.1 defines the actors and components 
of the system of which the aggregating server is a part of. Section 4.2 defines the use 
cases concerning the system and the functional requirements for them. The last two sec-
tions specify additional requirements for the system. 
4.1 System definition 
The system that is the focus of this thesis is an aggregating OPC UA server that is con-
nected to multiple agricultural work machines. Each of these work machines are run-
ning their own OPC UA server which is continuously exposing the available data from 
them, like process data about the execution of field operations or diagnostics data from 
the internal subsystems of the machines. The aggregating server communicates with 
these work machine servers, monitoring and storing the data available from them. 
 
The aggregating server may be a part of a larger FMIS or it may be an independent sys-
tem to which one or more FMISs are connected to. Even though FMISs can be sophisti-
cated and comprehensive software systems that are used in helping the farmer plan the 
different farm managing activities, the help usually comes in the form of off-line data 
about farm parameters and previous operations used in conjunction with a relational 
database for creating an efficient plan while complying with recommendations and reg-
ulations. The addition of an aggregating server is intended to provide on-line data and to 
provide a centralized means for the collection and storing of selected measurement data. 
This data can then be utilized, for example, to boost the performance of the FMIS, or it 
could be accessed by the farmer or any other stakeholder directly by a UA client. This 
thesis focuses only on the data acquirable from the work machines, but the aggregating 
server could be used to gather the data from most other data sources of a farm as long as 
they can be exposed by OPC UA servers. An example of a farm with an aggregating 
server and an FMIS is illustrated in Figure 5. 
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cantly smaller. The needs of the drivers are centered on what they need to successfully 
operate a single work machine and execute the planned field operations with it, but they 
do not require access to the data gathered by the aggregating server. The contractors 
may be interested in information that could help them improve their fleet management 
efficiency and employee performance. 
 
From the work machine point of view there are three relevant stakeholders: the manu-
facturer, the maintenance provider and the dealer. A manufacturer is one of the many 
different enterprises that manufacture the work machines. He may be interested in data 
that could possibly be utilized in future machine development, though the information 
regarded as relevant may differ from manufacturer to manufacturer, and it rarely needs 
to be on-line data. Maintenance service providers may be independent actors, or the 
manufacturer or the dealer of work machines may also provide maintenance services. In 
any case, they may be interested in information that can help them in doing their job 
more efficiently. This information can include the internal and process data from the 
work machines, both off-line and on-line. Maintenance service providers could utilize 
on-line access to the work machines in remote diagnostics, which may make it faster to 
localize and fix problems on the site or perhaps to avoid a site visit completely. 
 
Another group of stakeholders that should be considered are the IT-system developers 
whose responsibility is to develop the FMIS functionality not related to data acquisition. 
Since most current FMISs do not implement or utilize data acquisition from the work 
machines, the method of data acquisition should be designed to be general and expand-
able to ease integration with existing and future farm management software. 
 
One final stakeholder is the administrator of the aggregating server. His responsibilities 
include the configuration of the aggregating server, managing the connections to the 
underlying servers, updating mapping rules if requirements for a certain information 
model change or if a UA server with a new information model is to be aggregated, and 
managing the server certificates and user access rights. 
4.2 Use cases and functional requirements 
In this thesis the main use case for the aggregating server is the automatic addition and 
address space configuration of a new device to the address space of the aggregating 
server. The user must also be able to read and write the data exposed by the underlying 
servers through the aggregating server. Proposed use cases for the aggregating server 
also include the storing and reading of historical data for selected data points, and up-
loading files from the aggregating server to the underlying servers. These use cases and 
their requirements are examined in sections 4.2.1 through 4.2.4. 
 
Since this thesis is a direct continuation of the previous thesis and a part of the same 
overall project, the aggregating server must maintain the functionality defined for the 
individual OPC UA servers on the work machines. Use cases for the individual work 
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not viable. The storing of OPC UA historical data to an SQL database was demonstrated 
by Asikainen (2013) in his thesis. 
 
Depending on the database, it may be easy to read the stored historical data directly 
from the database, and for some purposes this might even be reasonable. For example, 
the same database could be accessed directly by different software components for their 
own purposes. However, the data should also be accessible directly from the aggregat-
ing server with a UA client. For this, the aggregating server must implement the ser-
vices defined by the OPC UA Historical Access information model and integrate them 
with the database. Thus, a client can use the HistoryRead service to get the values from 
the aggregating server without knowledge of the actual database where the data is 
stored. 
4.2.4 Uploading files from the aggregating server to the underlying 
servers 
This is a potential use case that would be mostly involved in using the aggregating serv-
er to host updates that would be downloadable to the underlying servers. These could 
be, for example, software updates to the underlying servers, or other software compo-
nents connected to them. The OPC UA specification part 5 (2012) specifies a FileType 
node which could be used for file transfer between OPC UA servers. For the scope of 
this thesis, the main point of interest in this use case is the remote firmware update for 
ISOBUS machines. While this would in principle be possible from the UA perspective, 
the technical limitations of ISOBUS make this use case unfeasible. 
4.2.5 Run time use cases for individual work machines 
The following use cases are not for the aggregating server per se. These use cases are 
those chosen by Piirainen for the OPC UA for ISOBUS information model and server, 
and the ones involving ISOBUS from the CLAFIS project defined by Ronkainen 
(2014). Since the aggregating server is a continuation of the individual ISOBUS UA 
server project with a broader scope, the functional requirements for some of these cases 
concern the aggregating server as well. 
 
Detect when an implement is started 
The usage cycle for most implements is irregular in the sense that when they are used 
they are used intensely for a couple of weeks, after which they can be on a long hiatus. 
Naturally most malfunction situations and service requests occur close to the period of 
heavy usage. Information about the startup of an implement in the beginning of a season 
could be utilized by the machine manufacturer and maintenance service providers to 
time their resource allocations (Ronkainen, 2014). 
 
The requirement for this use case is that the implements NAME is exposed by the UA 
server. This is done by the UA for ISOBUS server, so from the aggregating server’s 
point of view the requirement is that the NAME exposed by the underlying server is 
also exposed in the aggregating address space. 
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Remote implement firmware updating and sensor malfunction situation 
This is one of the use cases from the CLAFIS project. The case of remote implement 
firemware updating is already addressed in section 4.2.4.  
 
The sensor malfunction situation refers to a case where one or more of the implements 
sensors malfunction, and the information about the system and the affected sensors 
should be accessed remotely by the service organization. The feasibility of this case is 
dependent on the amount of data available from the implement through ISOBUS. The 
sensor data related to field operations is available, but most of the system’s internal data 
is not. It depends on the type of malfunction whether the available data is sufficient to 
diagnose the problem and give repair instructions to the user. The aggregating server 
should expose all of the sensor and internal data available from the underlying server for 
centralized remote access. 
 
Data acquisition from a field machine 
This use case refers to the logging of process data from selected data points. All data 
exposed by a UA server can be logged. (Piirainen, 2014). For this use case, the aggre-
gating server must be able to subscribe to certain aggregated data nodes and store the 
values to a database for later retrieval. 
 
Site-specific application using a variable-rate applicator 
Piirainen suggested this use case as an alternative for site-specific application performed 
locally by a task controller. He concluded that this could possibly be achieved by direct-
ly writing to the variables exposed by the tractor’s UA server, but that the real-time 
constraints involved in this are too much for this kind of control operation. He suggest-
ed an arrangement where the tractor server could be embedded with a client that could 
download the task data from another UA server, but that this was outside the scope of 
his thesis. If these clients were added, the aggregating server could be the server hosting 
this task data. 
 
Updating execution plan and machine settings 
This use case is also about writing data to the tractor server. A possible solution would 
be to use the same arrangement where a UA server would host the data which the tractor 
servers would then download. Some machine settings could possibly be changed by 
writing directly to the UA variables exposing them. 
 
Monitoring and tracking machines in real time 
This use case is dependent on the data exposed by the tractors UA server from the trac-
tor network, the implement and the GNSS device. From the point of view of the aggre-
gating server, the requirement for this use case is that it must expose all of the relevant 
data in its own address space and allow subscribing to them. 
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Backtracking field operations 
The data requirements for this use case are the same as for the previous one, with the 
addition that the data should also be logged. 
 
Logging of working hours and total area 
For the aggregating server, the requirements for this use case is the logging of the data 
points from which the working hours and total area can be derived. The total area meas-
urement is directly available as process data from the implement. In the previous thesis 
it was suggested that working hours could be logged by determining whether the tractor 
is moving from the GNSS data. 
 
Benchmarking of machines and employees 
This use case is about logging of certain data from the underlying servers and deriving 
performance indicators from that data. The required data contains the working width 
and speed of the implement for deriving the machine’s area working capacity, momen-
tary yield measurements for throughput capacity, GNSS data for determining whether 
the machine is currently working, and fuel consumption which is available from the 
SAE J1939 network (SAE, 2013). 
 
Fault detection and diagnostics 
This use case is about utilizing the data exposed by the tractor servers for predictive 
fault detection and fault diagnostics. In the previous thesis it was noted that predictive 
fault detection could in principle be based on the data exposed by the UA server from 
the SAE J1939 and ISOBUS networks, but that the required sample rate and amount of 
data to be transferred make this unfeasible. 
 
Fault diagnostics on the other hand can be done with offline data. When a machine mal-
functions or shows signs of an impending malfunction, the farmer or the maintenance 
service provider can remotely access the logged data and try to ascertain the cause for 
the malfunction. Whether this is successful is dependent on the data available from the 
tractor and implement networks that is exposed by the UA server. Again, from the ag-
gregating server’s point of view the requirements for this use case is the possibility to 
subscribe to and log the relevant data from the underlying server. 
 
Combined seeding and fertilization execution with ISOBUS work-set 
This is a use case defined by Ronkainen for the CLAFIS project. It involves a lot of 
steps, but the basic principle is that the FMIS is used to generate plans for seeding, ferti-
lization and scheduling, after which a task file is generated from these plans. The poten-
tial role of the aggregating server in this use case is again hosting the task file which the 
tractor servers can then download. 
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4.3 Data requirements 
The preliminary data requirements for the system are the tractor, implement, and GNSS 
data from the ISOBUS UA server and the means to transfer data between the aggregat-
ing server, the underlying servers, and UA clients. 
 
The aggregating server must be able to gather relevant data from the underlying server 
and present it in a pre-defined structure in its own address space. Since the aggregating 
server is in the end intended as a centralized access point for multiple different kinds of 
farm equipment, which are likely to have different information models depending on the 
type of equipment, it should be able to expose the relevant data in its own address space 
using the same general information model regardless of the source information model 
(although in some cases a more varied representation on the aggregating server could be 
desirable). Depending on the desired structure of the aggregating address space, it may 
be possible to expose the relevant information using only the OPC UA standard types. 
 
The aggregating server should also have a database for the storing of selected process 
data. This database must be able to store the data in a way that it can later be retrieved 
with a specified NodeId and time interval. 
4.4 Other requirements 
The most computationally intensive function of the aggregating server is the browsing 
of the underlying address spaces that are to be aggregated. However, it is likely that it 
doesn’t need to be run often, since the connection between the nodes on the aggregating 
server and the corresponding nodes on an underlying server stays in place even if the 
underlying server is restarted. The only cases when it is needed to run is when a new 
device with its own server is added, or when the address space of an existing server 
changes so that it needs to be remapped. Nevertheless the time required shouldn’t be 
distractingly long, especially when considering the relatively small address spaces of 
ISOBUS devices. 
 
Depending on the structure of the target address space, the nodes from different under-
lying servers can be merged under the same object or folder in the aggregating address 
space. For this reason the aggregating server should have a way of identifying from 
which underlying server a node in the aggregating address space originated from.  
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The central piece of the architecture is the aggregating server itself, which exposes the 
address space and manages connections to the clients. It also acts as a user interface and 
manages the overall functionality of the application. 
 
For each underlying UA server, the aggregating server instantiates a pair consisting of a 
NodeManager and a UA client. The aggregating clients are simple UA clients which the 
aggregating server uses to connect to each underlying server. They are used to browse 
through the address spaces of the underlying servers and search for nodes that are to be 
mapped to the aggregating address space. The browsing algorithm is presented in its 
entirety in section 5.2.1. 
 
NodeManagers are responsible for the manipulation of the server address space, i.e. the 
creation and deletion of nodes. The aggregating server also has a root node manager and 
another internal node manager not shown in the figure. The former of these creates the 
default UA address space, consisting of the default folder structure, the type definitions 
and the server object. The latter one is used to extend the initial folder structure. The 
NodeManager which is shown in the same rectangle with the aggregating client is used 
to create the nodes in the address space of the aggregating server while a group of nodes 
returned by the aggregating client is evaluated by the mapping engine.  
 
Each NodeManager has its own NamespaceIndex, and therefore all nodes in the aggre-
gating address space originating from the same underlying server are exposed with the 
same unique NamespaceIndex. This is useful, for example, in a case where an underly-
ing server is remapped and all the existing aggregating nodes for that specific server are 
deleted before creating new ones. The NamespaceUri for each underlying server in the 
aggregating address space is the ServerUri fetched from the ServerArray property of the 
underlying server. This same ServerUri also appears in the ServerArray property of the 
aggregating server, although with a different index number than the NamespaceIndex. 
 
The Mapping Engine is used to evaluate the group of nodes returned to the 
NodeManager from an underlying server. It goes through the group of nodes given to it 
while referring to the rule file, and creates the aggregated nodes according to the rules. 
The design of the mapping engine is presented in more detail in section 5.2.2.  
 
NodeManagerListener, MonitoredDataItemListener and the internal client are all used 
in handling subscriptions. A subscription made to a node in the aggregating server must 
be relayed to the corresponding node on the underlying server, and the changing values 
must be updated back to the aggregating node.  
 
NodeManagerListener listens and reacts to changes made to the aggregating address 
space. When a subscription is made to an aggregating node, it looks up the correct ag-
gregating client according to the NamespaceIndex of the node. It then uses the aggregat-
ing client to get the NodeId of the corresponding node on the underlying server, and 
sends this Id-pair to the MonitoredDataItemListener through the aggregating client. 
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Each aggregating client has its own MonitoredDataItemListener. 
MonitoredDataItemListener listens to data change events which are sent by the underly-
ing server whenever the subscribed attribute of a particular node changes. It receives the 
NodeId from which the data change originated as well as the new value for the attribute. 
Using the originating NodeId it finds the corresponding NodeId in the aggregating ad-
dress space, and uses the internal client to write this new value to the correct attribute of 
the aggregating node. 
 
IoManagerListener listens to read and write calls in a similar fashion as the 
NodeManagerListener listens to subscriptions. When read or write is called to an attrib-
ute of a certain node, the IoManagerListener intercepts this service call, finds the corre-
sponding aggregating client and the corresponding node from the underlying server, and 
uses the aggregating client to relay the service call to the underlying server. In the case 
of a read call the value from the underlying server is returned to the IoManagerListener, 
which then uses the aggregating NodeId to change the value of the aggregating node. 
 
HistoryManagerListener listens to Historical Access services. It contains function tem-
plates that can be used to override these services. When the aggregating server is inte-
grated with a historical database, these functions can be used to define the implementa-
tion of the services with respect to the database. 
5.2 Address space mapping 
The address space mapping of an underlying server is described in this section. Section 
5.2.1 describes the algorithm that browses through the underlying address space search-
ing for nodes that are to be mapped to the aggregating address space. The algorithm 
groups the appropriate nodes and sends them to the rule engine described in section 
5.2.2. The engine evaluates these given nodes against a rule file and creates the corre-
sponding nodes to the aggregating address space according to the rules. 
5.2.1 Browsing algorithm 
The operation of the mapping algorithm in a case where a new UA server is connected 
to the aggregating server is illustrated in Figures 9 and 10. 
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The orange blocks in Figure 9 represent the initialization phase of the browsing algo-
rithm. The algorithm is initiated immediately after a new UA server is detected via the 
Discovery server or its address is entered manually. First, a UA client and a 
NodeManager is created for the underlying server. The client is connected to the server, 
after which it reads the NamespaceUris of the underlying server from its 
NamespaceArray property. When these are found, the server application checks what 
information models are supported by the mapping system from the beginning of the rule 
file. In the context of the rule file, these supported information models are called agenda 
groups. This term comes from the rule engine presented in section 6.1.1. It is used here 
to distinguish between the NamespaceUris found on the underlying server and the cor-
responding NamespaceUris that are used to group the rules. If no matching 
NamespaceUri-agenda group pairs are found, the algorithm ends here and no mapping 
is initiated. If one or more pairs are found, the aggregating client collects the NodeIds 
associated with these pairs from the rule file and begins browsing the underlying ad-
dress space. 
 
The blue blocks in Figure 9 form the main part of the browsing algorithm, representing 
the phase where the aggregating client actually browses through the underlying address 
space looking for mappable nodes. Browsing begins from the root node of the underly-
ing server. It is implemented as a recursive depth-first search algorithm. Starting from 
the root node, each node in the address space is browsed. By default the Browse service 
returns all references originating from the target node. In the mapping algorithm these 
are limited to hierarchical and forward references. This allows browsing through all 
objects in the address space while minimizing unnecessary steps and preventing nodes 
from being skipped by the algorithm. The algorithm browses the first child of each node 
it encounters until a leaf node is reached, after which it returns to the previous node and 
browses the next child node if available. In this context a child node of a node is defined 
as a node which is connected to the parent node by a forward hierarchical reference 
originating from the parent node. 
 
The algorithm keeps a list of all NodeIds that have already been browsed. Before 
browsing the next child node, it checks whether the NodeId of that node is already on 
the list. If it is, it means that this node has already been reached from some other refer-
ence and that there is no need to browse it again. The algorithm then traces back its 
steps to the first node that still has a child node whose NodeId is not yet on the list. 
 
At each node the type definition of the current node is checked. If it does not match any 
of the mappable types read from the rule file the node is browsed and the algorithm con-
tinues normally. If a match is found, the operation of the main algorithm is suspended 
and a separate node grouping algorithm is initiated.  
 
The grouping part of the algorithm is represented by the green blocks in Figure 9 and by 
Figure 10 in its entirety. Figure 10 is a zoom-in to the bottom left block of Figure 9. The 
grouping algorithm browses through the address space in the same manner as the main 
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algorithm. However, the root node for the grouping algorithm is the object node with 
the mappable type definition. Thus, the whole addres space for the grouping algorithm 
consists only of the contents of the mappable object. The operations of the grouping 
algorithm for each individual node are as follows: 
 
1. Check the NodeId of the node. This is done identically to the main algorithm 
to prevent the same node from being browsed twice. If the NodeId is already on 
the list, the rest of the operations for the current node are skipped and the brows-
ing continues 
 
2. Save the node to the mapping list. Each node the grouping algorithm encoun-
ters for the first time are stored to a list. This list will ultimately contain the orig-
inal mappable node which initiated the algorithm and all nodes belonging to it. 
When the grouping algorithm is finished, this list will be sent to the rule engine 
for evaluation and mapping. 
 
3. Check the type definition of the node. The grouping algorithm compares the 
type definition of each node to the list of mappable types similarly to the main 
algorithm. It may be possible that a mappable object contains nodes that are also 
defined as mappable. If the type definition of the current node matches any of 
the ones listed as mappable, in addition to the mapping list in the previous step, 
it is also put on a list containing all additional found mappable objects. 
 
When all nodes belonging to the mappable object are browsed through, the grouping 
algorithm is finished and the main algorithm continues. When the grouping algorithm is 
finished, the list containing the mappable object and its contents is sent to the mapping 
engine and the main algorithm is again suspended. At this point the mapping engine 
evaluates the mappable object along with its contents against the rules and creates the 
appropriate nodes to the aggregating address space. When this is done, the main algo-
rithm is at a point where it has finished the two leftmost green boxes shown in Figure 9. 
 
When the initial object is mapped, the main algorithm checks the list of additional found 
mappable objects created by the grouping algorithm (step three on the above list). If 
additional mappable objects were found, each of them are separately sent to the group-
ing algorithm, after which their contents are sent to the mapping engine. This means 
that the additional mappable objects are sub-objects of the original mappable object and 
that their contents are sent to the mapping engine a second time. The reasoning for this 
design comes from the fact that the mappable types are bound to a specific 
NamespaceUri. For example, there could be a general rule set concerning the standard 
FolderType objects, and another rule set for objects with a different NamespaceIndex 
that can be found inside object folders. If the additional objects would not be sent to the 
mapping engine again, only the rule set for the FolderType object would be evaluated 
for the whole group, and additional mappable objects with a different NamespaceIndex 
would be ignored. The handling of the additional mappable objects is illustrated in Fig-
ure 11. 
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nodes for the underlying server that is currently being mapped. The mapping 
engine needs access to it to create the aggregating nodes continuously at the 
same time while evaluating the rules. 
 
Id map. This is an empty data structure designed to contain NodeId pairs that 
connect an aggregating node to the corresponding node in the underlying ad-
dress space. 
 
NamespaceUri. The NamespaceUri for the information model to which the 
nodes currently being mapped belong to. This is used by the mapping engine to 
determine which set of rules it should apply for the current set of nodes. 
 
Reference Ids. These are some of the reference NodeIds that are used in the 
address space structure of the object that is currently being mapped. These Ids 
are used in the conditional part of some of the rules to help determining the cor-
rect child nodes of the mappable parent node.  Not all of the Ids used by the 
object are necessarily required as input for the mapping engine. Only the ones 
that are helpful in recognizing the nodes to be aggregated are needed. For ex-
ample, one of the conditions of a rule could be that the node to be evaluated by 
the rule must be connected to another node with the HasComponent reference. 
 
The mapping engine also takes the rule file as input. The rule file consists of a set of 
conditions and actions. A single rule consists of a name, its attributes, the conditional 
part, often referred to as the LHS (Left Hand Side) of a rule, and the consequence part, 
often referred to as the RHS (Right Hand Side) of a rule.  
 
The name is merely an arbitrary string to uniquely identify a rule. The attributes of a 
rule specify additional conditions or properties for the rule that are not used in the LHS 
to evaluate the given node group. There are two relevant attributes for each rule in this 
design. The first one is the agenda group, which is used to group a set of rules for a spe-
cific case. One rule file can contain rules divided into multiple agenda groups, only one 
of which is evaluated at a time for a group of nodes. The agenda group is matched to the 
NamespaceUri given to the mapping engine. Thus, each agenda group represents an 
OPC UA information model. This way only the correct rules for each server are fired. If 
none of the NamespaceUris found on the server matches an agenda group in the rule 
file, no mapping is done.  
 
Another attribute that is used is rule priority. Each rule in the same agenda group has a 
different priority indicator. A rule with a higher priority is evaluated for the complete 
set of nodes given to the mapping engine before any lower priority rules are fired. When 
the conditions of the highest priority rule are no longer met, the remaining nodes are 
evaluated against the conditions of the rule with the next highest priority. The rule flow 
for a group of nodes in a single agenda group with three rules is illustrated in Figure 13. 
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given entry point. When all required operations are done and the aggregating node has 
been created and added to the address space, both NodeIds from the original and the 
aggregating node are added to the Id map as a pair. Finally, the corresponding original 
node is deleted from the mapping system’s memory so that it will not go through a rule 
again.  
 
The RHS of a rule can also add new nodes to the engine’s memory. This is used when a 
lower priority rule requires an input node created in a higher priority rule. For example, 
the first rule can be used to create a folder node, to which all later nodes are placed. This 
adds to the freedom of choice when determining the structure of the aggregating address 
space. 
 
When there are no more nodes left to satisfy the conditions of any rule, the current 
mapping run is finished. At this point, all the aggregating nodes based on the underlying 
nodes have been created, and the connections between these nodes are stored to the Id 
map. This Id map is used by the server application to relay the service calls for the ag-
gregating server to the underlying server. 
 
In addition to the rules, the rule file also contains information specifying which types of 
nodes from which information models are to be mapped. A specific NodeId or the 
DisplayName of an ObjectType node is paired with the NamespaceUri it belongs to. 
These are read by the mapping algorithm in the beginning of the entire mapping proce-
dure (fourth orange box from the left in Figure 9) after which it proceeds to browse the 
underlying server’s address space while looking for nodes with some of the type defini-
tions defined in the rule file. 
5.3 Services 
For the use case “Reading and writing data through the aggregating server”, the Read, 
Write, and Subscribe services must be relayed to the underlying server. This is de-
scribed in section 5.3.1. Section 5.3.2 describes the Historical Access services required 
for the use case “Reading historical data from the aggregating server”. 
5.3.1 Read, Write and Subscribe 
The relaying of Read and Write calls is fairly straightforward with the 
IoManagerListener shown in Figure 8 on page 37. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 
7 on page 32. The IoManagerListener listens to read and write calls directed at the ag-
gregating server. Among other parameters, these calls contain the target node for the 
service call, the NodeId of said node, and the value to be returned or written. 
 
The IoManagerListener contains a map of all the aggregating clients currently connect-
ed to an underlying server. These clients (and their corresponding NodeManagers) can 
be fetched from the map with the NamespaceIndex belonging to their NodeManager. 
When a Read call is directed at an aggregating node, the IoManagerListener intercepts 
this call. It first uses the NamespaceIndex of this node to check whether it corresponds 
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When the aggregating client subscribes to an underlying node, a Monitored Item is cre-
ated on the underlying server as well. The value changes from these underlying Moni-
tored Items are listened to by the MonitoredDataItemListener. It has access to the same 
map containing the aggregating clients as the IoManagerListener does, and also to a list 
of NodeId pairs that contain the underlying NodeId and the corresponding aggregating 
NodeId for each Monitored Item. When a value change occurs in a Monitored Item, the 
MonitoredDataItemListener uses the internal client shown in Figure 8 to write this new 
value to the corresponding aggregating node with a Write call. This value change in the 
aggregating node is detected by the original subscription and returned to the client con-
nected to the aggregating server. 
5.3.2 Historical Access 
Historical Access services are used to store data values or events and to read them later 
from memory or from a database. These services are listened to by the 
HistoryManagerListener shown in Figure 8. The HistoryManagerListener holds the 
server and database specific implementations for these services. Since the historical 
database is out of the scope of this thesis, these services are not implemented. If Histori-
cal Access and a database will be added in the future, these services will have to be im-
plemented and tailored to the database that is chosen.  
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6 Evaluation 
6.1 Prototype implementation 
6.1.1 Mapping engine 
The most fundamental decision regarding the aggregating server was choosing a rule 
syntax and engine that would be best suited for this kind of mapping application. One of 
the considered alternatives was the model proposed by Großman (2014). The main ad-
vantage would have been having the mapping rules included in the UA information 
models without an external rule file. However, requiring the underlying servers to have 
an information model extension for automated mapping was not considered viable for 
this thesis. 
 
Out of the many available ontology mapping and rule engines, the one chosen for im-
plementation was Drools. Drools is a production rule system based on an extended im-
plementation of the Rete algorithm. As of release 6 (which is used in the prototype), 
Drools uses the PHREAK algorithm, which has evolved from the Rete algorithm but is 
no longer classified as a Rete implementation (JBoss Drools team, 2014). The ad-
vantages of PHREAK compared to Rete is that it allows for a bigger number of rules 
without significantly affecting performance. It also allows improved performance by the 
use of agenda groups and salience (JBoss Drools team, 2014), both of which are used in 
the rules for the prototype. 
 
Drools was not the only choice for the rule engine, but it was one of the seemingly bet-
ter choices and it seemed to fit well with the OPC UA Java SDK with which the proto-
type was being developed. Drools fulfills the requirements for the address space map-
ping system presented in section 5.2. It allows for the grouping and prioritizing of rules, 
it is flexible enough to permit many different kinds of address space transformations, 
like one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-one. This flexibility is increased by the fact 
that the consequence part of a Drools rule is written directly in code, removing the need 
for an additional rule parser. From a general view the main disadvantage of Drools is 
that it is Java dependent. If the server application is developed using some other lan-
guage than Java, using Drools will require additional work. Possible options include 
implementing it as a service consumed by the code, or using Java Native Interface (JNI) 
to invoke Java from another language. 
6.1.2 Server application 
The aggregating server application was developed with the OPC UA Java SDK pub-
lished by Prosys. The application architecture was illustrated in Figure 8 in section 5.1. 
Except for the mapping engine, rule file and ISOBUS UA server, all rectangles in the 
figure represent Java classes in the implementation. The internal client and aggregating 
clients are instances of the same class. The box surrounding the NodeManagers and 
aggregating clients represents a helper class containing one instance from both of these 
classes. The application consists of more classes than is shown in the figure, most of 
which are not relevant for this thesis. One exception is the DUaNode (Drools UaNode) 
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class, which is a helper class containing a node (represented by the UaNode class) and 
its type definition as a string. This is done to remove the need to pass the AddressSpace 
object to the rule engine for identifying node type definitions. DUaNodes are created by 
the algorithm for each node during the grouping phase. 
 
The structure of the aggregating address space is given by WRM (Wapice Remote 
Management). It is layered into enterprises, sites, and assets. An enterprise can hold 
multiple sites, and one site can contain multiple assets. One work machine is considered 
an asset, and the farm to which it belongs is considered a site. These are all represented 
by folders in the address space. An asset folder contains the relevant information from a 
work machine as DataVariables, all of which have a few standard properties. No other 
hierarchy is defined inside an asset folder. 
6.1.3 Requirements left out of the implementation 
Historical Access was not implemented to the prototype, since the focus of this thesis 
was the mapping system and the integration of a database required for Historical Access 
would have significantly increased the workload of the thesis. The application has a 
MyHistorian class which contains function override template for the services related to 
Historical Access. Historical Access can be added by implementing these functions 
when a database is added to the application. The server also contains a function which 
initializes a working memory history for a NodeManager. 
 
For the same reason as Historical Access, implementation of the automatic aggregation 
through a Discovery server was left out. Currently a server is added by entering its ad-
dress manually to the server, after which everything else is handled automatically and 
the address space of the server is mapped and aggregated. Implementing discovery re-
quires a dedicated Discovery server to which the underlying servers must register to, 
and a client in the aggregating server that is connected to the Discovery server and looks 
for underlying servers with the FindServers service. 
 
The prototype implementation uses a fixed entry point to the address space, which is a 
site folder called “Vakola”. In the future, the site folder could be created according to 
some site information found on the underlying server. One option for this is to use an 
external service which would take the GNSS data from the work machine and use it to 
return the name of the location where the machine currently is. Likely a better option 
would be to add site information to a property in each underlying server. 
 
Due to time restrictions, the implementation of persisting NodeIds was left out of the 
prototype. This means that if the aggregating server is restarted, the connections be-
tween the aggregating nodes and the proxy nodes are lost and all underlying servers 
need to be remapped again. For the scope of this prototype this does not matter, but 
nevertheless this is something that should be addressed in the future. If an underlying 
server is removed, the corresponding nodes in the aggregating address space can still be 
browsed, but service calls directed to their attributes will fail until the underlying server 
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becomes back online. In this case no remapping is required, assuming that the NodeIds 
of the underlying server persist. 
6.1.4 Rules 
The rules implemented for the prototype are used to transform a UA for ISOBUS ad-
dress space to the WRM address space. A general representation of these rules is given 
below: 
 
Rule 1: Map ISOBUSDevice 
Salience > Rule 2 
Input: Node of type ISOBUSDeviceType, Nodemanager 
Actions:  
1. Create new FolderType node with the name of the ISOBUSDevice node 
2. Add new folder node to entry folder node with referenceType organizes 
3. Copy possible required properties from ISOBUSDevice to new folder 
Output: Insert created folder node to session, delete original device node from 
session 
 
Rule 2: Map Device NAME 
Rule 1 > Salience > Rule 3 
Input: Node of type NAMEType, Nodemanager, FolderType node from rule 1 
Actions: 
1. Create new variable node with the name of the original NAME node 
2. Copy attributes from original node 
3. Add node to folder from rule 1 with referenceType organizes 
 Output: Delete original node from session 
 
Rule 3: Map process data variables from all ISOBUSDeviceElements one by one 
Salience < Rule 2 
Input: Node which is organized by an object with displayname "ParameterSet", 
Nodemanager, folder inserted from rule 1, the "organizes"-reference between the 
node and "ParameterSet" 
Actions:  
1. Get the parent element of the input variable node 
2. Get all grandparent elements of the input variable node 
3. Get the EngineeringUnit and EURange properties from the original node 
4. Parse WRM type display name for the new node from grandparent ele-
ments’ display names and the engineering unit 
5. Create new variableType node with the parsed display name 
6.  Add nodeIds from both old and new variables to ID-map 
7.  Copy attributes from old variable 
8. Add the EngineeringUnit and EURange properties to new variable 
9.  Add new variable node to the folder node inserted from rule 1 
(referenceType organizes) 
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 Output: Delete original variable node from session 
 
The inputs and outputs represent the information exchange between the rules during a 
single mapping session. The aggregating nodes are created under “Actions”. The actual 
rules implement these phases as Java code. The rule file also contains the required Java 
imports as well as the mappable NamespaceUri-type definition pairs. The rule file used 
by the prototype is presented in appendix 2. What these rules actually do in the address 
space is illustrated in appendix 3. 
 
The mappable types are defined in the rule file as the NodeId of the mappable type defi-
nition. This worked for developing the prototype, since only a single server was used. 
However, the NamespaceIndices of a server are not fixed, so if a server has the 
NamespaceUri of the ISOBUS information model on a different index, a wrong or non-
existing type is defined as mappable. This would be easily corrected by using the 
DisplayName of the mappable type instead of the NodeId. However, the implementa-
tion of the prototype ISOBUS UA server prevented this. Contrary to OPC UA specifica-
tions, some of the variables on the ISOBUS server lacked type definitions. This resulted 
in null pointer exceptions when the algorithm tried to get the DisplayName of each node 
it encountered. 
6.2 Objectives and setup 
The setup used in the experimentation consists of the prototype aggregating server, the 
UA for ISOBUS server, one Junkkari Maestro ECU, 22 DDOP files emulating addi-
tional implements, and UaExpert, a graphical UA client software. 15 of the DDOP files 
were created by hand but according to various real machines. 6 files were different ver-
sions of the Junkkari Maestro DDOP (3.59, 3.61, 3000 de, 4000 de, 4000 en, 4000 lux 
en). One file was from a Juko 200 seed drill. 
 
The objective of the experimentation is to confirm that the mapping system is capable 
of successfully aggregating implements with differing UA address spaces. In addition to 
the mapping algorithm, this also evaluates that the prototype implementation of the 
ISOBUS UA server is capable of instantiating different implements in its address space. 
The DDOP XML files were converted to ISOBUS messages using an XML to binary 
parser created specifically for this thesis. 
 
After the implements have been aggregated, UaExpert is used to test that the read, write 
and subscribe services are relayed correctly and work as intended through the aggregat-
ing server. 
 
6.3 Results 
The address spaces instantiated from the Junkkari Maestro ECU as well as from all of 
the DDOP files converted to ISOBUS messages were mapped and aggregated success-
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fully. The services tested with UaExpert also worked as expected. Debug points in the 
code were used to ensure that the correct values were returned by read and subscribe. 
 
During testing, the aggregating server was run on a desktop computer with an Intel Core 
2 Duo 3.06 GHz CPU and 4 gigabytes of RAM. The ISOBUS UA server was running 
on a laptop with an Intel Core i5-2520M 2.50 GHz CPU and 4 gigabytes of RAM. The 
operating system on both computers was Windows 7. The mapping procedure for the 
implements was reasonably fast, ranging from 5 to 20 seconds. However, both the 
ISOBUS UA server and the aggregating server were on the same local area network 
situated in Espoo during testing. When the mapping algorithm was tested with the 
WRM server situated in Tampere, the address space mapping took considerably longer 
than could have been expected from the size differences of the address spaces. The main 
bottleneck for the algorithm seems to be the relaying of separate Browse calls for each 
node in the underlying address space. This could possibly be circumvented by using 
Query instead of Browse, but this was not possible since the ISOBUS UA server did not 
support this service. However, it should be noted that since the WRM server does not 
support the UA for ISOBUS information model, a different set of rules were used which 
might have also affected the execution time. 
 
Examples of address spaces before and after the mapping procedure are presented in 
Figures 15 and 16. 
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Figure 15. Original and aggregated address spaces for a mower implement by Krone.  
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Figure 16. Original and aggregated address spaces for a Junkkari Maestro 4000 lux seed drill. 
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7 Conclusions 
7.1 Summary and conclusions 
The goal of this thesis was to evaluate OPC UA and aggregating servers as a possible 
technology for remote access to and data acquisition from agricultural work machines 
utilizing the ISOBUS communication protocol. Based on some existing requirements 
and some new ones defined in this thesis, a design for an aggregating server for this 
purpose was created. Based on this design, a partial prototype aggregating server was 
implemented. 
 
The main use case for the prototype was the automatic mapping and aggregation of var-
ious work machines running UA servers with differing address spaces. For this, a map-
ping algorithm was created based on the Drools rule engine. By defining three rules, the 
relevant data from the 23 tested implement address spaces was successfully mapped to 
the aggregating address space following a structure defined by WRM. Data transfer 
between the underlying server and the aggregating server was implemented by relaying 
service calls directed at the aggregating server to the corresponding underlying server. 
 
The requirements for the aggregating server were defined in chapter 4. The basis for the 
requirements definition were the needs of the various stakeholders involved with a sys-
tem the aggregating server could be a part of. One of the requirements was to ensure 
that the aggregating server maintains the functionality and fulfills the requirements set 
for the ISOBUS UA server. This required the exposure of all relevant data nodes from 
the ISOBUS UA servers on the aggregating server, and the relaying of certain required 
services between these nodes. For centralized monitoring and data acquisition, the rele-
vant data from each underlying server needed to be accessible through the aggregating 
server. For storing values from specific data points, the aggregating server needs to be 
integrated with a database. In some cases, writing data to specific nodes on specific ma-
chines was also required. To assist in this, the aggregating server was required to pre-
sent the relevant nodes in a compressed manner while disposing of the irrelevant nodes. 
Because the machines connected to the aggregating server can change or increase in 
number, the gathering and mapping of the relevant nodes needs to be done at least semi-
automatically. 
 
The design of the aggregating server based on the requirements was defined in chapter 
5. For the automatic address space transformation and mapping, a rule file was defined 
against the OPC UA information model created for ISOBUS work machines. This ap-
proach was found to be sufficient in mapping the relevant nodes from different work 
machines. By defining additional rules, it is also extensible to the address space aggre-
gation of other OPC UA suitable equipment with different information models. The 
relaying of services was enabled by pairing the NodeIds of the aggregating nodes with 
their counterparts on the underlying servers. Database integration was left out of the 
design. 
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The evaluation of the design by implementing and testing a prototype was presented in 
chapter 6. The purpose was to ensure that the mapping algorithm and the defined rules 
were capable of mapping the address spaces from different work machines to the aggre-
gating address space, and that the required services were successfully relayed between 
these nodes. All of the tested address spaces were successfully mapped, and services 
were successfully relayed to the underlying server and back. Evaluation of the prototype 
on different networks revealed some performance issues with the browsing part of the 
mapping algorithm. On the local area network where the prototype was implemented 
and tested with the ISOBUS UA server, no significant delays were observed. However, 
on a wireless network, sending the Browse calls for each underlying node took consid-
erably longer. 
 
OPC UA is one of the most promising current technologies for interoperability and in-
tegration. The strength and flexibility of OPC UA comes from the ability to define less 
and more general types to represent devices from different domains. Since ISOBUS is a 
common and steady standard in agricultural machinery and OPC UA is highly scalable, 
adopting OPC UA early can ease the future expansion of FMIS data collection signifi-
cantly. OPC UA information models could also be defined for different kinds of equip-
ment utilized in agriculture. For these information models, rules could be defined to 
allow the automatic aggregation of future devices of the same type. The benefits of OPC 
UA seem to be emphasized more as the scale of the system it is implemented on grows. 
In conclusion, OPC UA aggregating servers seem to be a promising technology for re-
mote access to agricultural work machines. 
7.2 Future work 
There are a few suggestion how future work could improve the design presented in this 
thesis. One is optimizing the browsing algorithm, since the actual environment of the 
aggregating server probably utilizes a 3G network or some other not so fast wireless 
network. The performance of the algorithm could be improved by reducing the portion 
of the underlying address space for which Browse calls are sent. Currently, one Browse 
call is sent per each node in the entire address space. However, the current design only 
maps the nodes in the Objects folder, so the browsing of the address space could be re-
stricted to this folder. Also, sending Browse calls to Property nodes is unnecessary, 
since they are always leaf nodes. Another option that could be researched is replacing 
the use of the Browse service with the Query service. This could reduce the amount of 
service calls significantly, but it is not certain whether it can be used to reliably retrieve 
all the required contents from an unknown address space. 
 
Another suggestion for future convenience is creating some sort of interface for design-
ing the rules. The rules are currently written directly in code, and a new set of rules is 
required whenever a new type of device with a different information model is added to 
the repertoire of the aggregating server. Implementing and interface through which the 
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user could define simple mapping rules which would then be generated as code in the 
rule file is likely less prone to errors than writing the rules directly in code. 
 
Possible future work also includes implementing the requirements omitted from the 
current design. These include implementing the Historical Access services and database 
integration, as well as hosting files in the aggregating server which the underlying serv-
ers could then download. 
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Appendix 1. Data requirements for a fertilizing case 
 
A heavily trimmed table of data requirements for a fertilizing case presented by Sørensen (2011) 
Entity Definition Attributes/data Availability of data Future requirements 
Actual and fore-
casted weather 
Current weather and 
short term forecast 
Type of weather parameter (temperature, humidity 
etc.) and its value 
Current weather on 
field/parcel level, 
forecast on regional 
level 
Forecast on field/parcel 
level, on-board measure-
ment of current weather 
Available ma-
chinery 
Description of cur-
rently available 
machinery 
List of available machines (type, ID, DCD file) Available by manual 
creation 
Automated downloading 
of DCD file to the FMIS 
Updated mois-
ture conditions 
Description of cur-
rent moisture in-
formation in the 
field 
Field ID, soil moisture Soil sensor network 
for data transfer, local 
weather station net-
work for data transfer 
Automated measurements 
and decision support 
function for decision 
making, automated mois-
ture prediction models 
Selected ma-
chine 
Technical infor-
mation of selected 
machine 
Machine ID, DCD Available by manual 
creation 
Automated downloading 
of DCD file to the FMIS 
Monitoring in-
formation 
Monitoring data 
from the external 
sensors 
Type of operational parameter, value of operational 
parameter, logging frequency 
automatically gener-
ated 
 
Process infor-
mation 
Control information 
from internal sen-
sors measuring 
work unit’s perfor-
Type of operational parameter, value of operational 
parameter, logging frequency  
automatically gener-
ated 
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mance 
Operation status 
and documented 
execution data 
Current operation 
status 
Machine ID, aggregated process information, current 
realized work performance compared to planned 
capacity (ha/h), current operation progress compared 
to schedule, remaining fertilizing work, recorded 
monitoring information (soil moisture, biomass val-
ues, etc.) 
Automatically gener-
ated 
 
Overall task 
monitoring 
Real-time status 
information and 
adjustments shown 
in the virtual termi-
nal 
Field ID, date and time, worker ID, machine ID, 
aggregated process information, current realized 
work performance compared to planned capacity 
(ha/h), current operation progress compared to 
schedule, remaining fertilizing work, recorded moni-
toring information, fertilizing process adjustments 
Automatically gener-
ated 
 
Documented 
execution data 
description of 
summary data for 
execution 
Field ID, date and time, worker ID, machine ID, 
aggregated process information, summarized real-
ized work performance (ha/h), summarized amount 
of applied fertilizers, summarized operation progress 
compared to schedule, remaining fertilizing work, 
summarized recorded monitoring information, notes 
for fertilizing process adjustments 
Automatically gener-
ated 
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Appendix 2. Rule file 
 
//Mappable types: 
//2,1002,http://autsys.aalto.fi/ClafisFinalProto/ 
//End of mappable types 
 
//created on: 11.2.2015 
package com.prosysopc.ua.samples.server 
 
import com.prosysopc.ua.nodes.UaNode; 
... rest of the imports hidden 
 
 
 
//declare any global variables here 
global com.prosysopc.ua.nodes.UaNode entryNode; 
global org.opcfoundation.ua.builtintypes.NodeId hasComponentId; 
global org.opcfoundation.ua.builtintypes.NodeId organizesId; 
global org.opcfoundation.ua.builtintypes.NodeId hasTypeDefId; 
global java.util.HashMap IdMap; 
 
 
rule "WRM 1: Map device as an asset folder using DUaNode" 
salience 11 
agenda-group "http://autsys.aalto.fi/ClafisFinalProto/" 
    when 
        n : DUaNode(typeDef.equals("ISOBUSDeviceType"), dispName : node.getDisplayName()) 
        nm : MyNodeManager() 
    then 
        NodeId newId = new NodeId(nm.getNamespaceIndex(), UUID.randomUUID()); 
        FolderTypeNode mappedNode = nm.createInstance(FolderTypeNode.class, dispName.getText(), 
newId); 
        nm.addNodeAndReference(entryNode, mappedNode, Identifiers.Organizes); 
        insert(mappedNode); 
        delete(n); 
end 
 
rule "WRM 2: Map device NAME" 
salience 9 
agenda-group "http://autsys.aalto.fi/ClafisFinalProto/" 
    when 
        n : DUaNode(typeDef.equals("NAMEType"), dispName : node.getDisplayName()) 
        af : FolderTypeNode(); 
        nm : MyNodeManager() 
    then 
        NodeId newId = new NodeId(nm.getNamespaceIndex(), UUID.randomUUID()); 
        UaVariable mappedNode = new CacheVariable(nm, newId, new 
QualifiedName(nm.getNamespaceIndex(),n.getBrowseName().getName()), n.getDisplayName()); 
        mappedNode.setAttributes(n.getAttributes()); 
        mappedNode.getValue().setSourceTimestamp(((UaVariable) 
n.getUaNode()).getValue().getSourceTimestamp()); 
        ((BaseNode) mappedNode).initNodeVersion(); 
        nm.addNodeAndReference(af, mappedNode, Identifiers.Organizes); 
        delete (n);        
end 
 
 
rule "WRM 3: Map process data / parameter set contents one by one" 
salience 8 
agenda-group "http://autsys.aalto.fi/ClafisFinalProto/" 
    when 
n : DUaNode() 
af : FolderTypeNode() 
nm : MyNodeManager() 
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orgref : UaReference( 
this.getSourceNode().getDisplayName().getText().equals("ParameterSet")) from 
n.getReferences(hasComponentId, true) 
    then 
UaNode parentElement = orgref.getSourceNode(); 
   
//Parse grandparents displayname 
UaNode grandParentElement = parentElement.getReference(hasComponentId, 
true).getSourceNode(); 
String parentElementDisplayName = grandParentElement.getDisplayName().getText(); 
   
//Parse displayname from additional parent elements 
UaNode grandParentElementN = grandParentElement.getReference(hasComponentId, 
true).getSourceNode(); 
while (grandParentElementN.getReference(hasTypeDefId,false).getTargetNode( 
).getDisplayName().getText().equals("ISOBUSDeviceElementType")) { 
parentElementDisplayName = grandParentElementN.getDisplayName().getText() + "." + 
parentElementDisplayName; 
grandParentElementN = grandParentElementN.getReference(hasComponentId, 
true).getSourceNode(); 
} 
   
//parse engineering unit 
QualifiedName engUnitName = new QualifiedName(0, "EngineeringUnits"); 
UaProperty engUnitProperty = n.getProperty(engUnitName); 
String engUnit = ""; 
if (engUnitProperty != null) {    
DataValue testi = engUnitProperty.getValue(); 
int alku = testi.toString().indexOf("(en)"); 
int loppu = testi.toString().indexOf("\n", alku); 
engUnit = testi.toString().substring(alku+5, loppu); 
} 
   
NodeId newId = new NodeId(nm.getNamespaceIndex(), UUID.randomUUID()); 
IdMap.put(newId, n.getNodeId()); 
LocalizedText displayName = new LocalizedText((parentElementDisplayName + "." + 
n.getDisplayName().getText() + ", " + engUnit), Locale.ENGLISH); 
UaVariable mappedNode = new CacheVariable(nm, newId, new 
QualifiedName(nm.getNamespaceIndex(),n.getBrowseName().getName()), displayName); 
mappedNode.setAttributes(n.getAttributes()); 
   
//Copy required properties for the new variable. 
QualifiedName EURangeName = new QualifiedName(0, "EURange"); 
UaProperty EURangeProperty = n.getProperty(EURangeName); 
if (EURangeProperty != null) { 
NodeId EURpropertyId = new NodeId(nm.getNamespaceIndex(),UUID.randomUUID()); 
UaProperty newEURProperty = new CacheProperty(nm, EURpropertyId, new 
QualifiedName(nm.getNamespaceIndex(),EURangeProperty.getBrowseName().getName()), 
EURangeProperty.getDisplayName()); 
newEURProperty.setAttributes(EURangeProperty.getAttributes()); 
nm.addNodeAndReference(mappedNode, newEURProperty, Identifiers.HasProperty); 
} 
   
if (engUnitProperty != null) { 
NodeId EUpropertyId = new NodeId(nm.getNamespaceIndex(),UUID.randomUUID()); 
UaProperty newEUProperty = new CacheProperty(nm, EUpropertyId, new 
QualifiedName(nm.getNamespaceIndex(),engUnitProperty.getBrowseName().getName()), 
engUnitProperty.getDisplayName()); 
newEUProperty.setAttributes(engUnitProperty.getAttributes()); 
nm.addNodeAndReference(mappedNode, newEUProperty, Identifiers.HasProperty); 
} 
((BaseNode) mappedNode).initNodeVersion(); 
nm.addNodeAndReference(af, mappedNode, Identifiers.Organizes); 
delete(n); 
end 
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Appendix 3. Address space transformation 
 
Address space transformation. The names of all leading device elements for each variable are put on the beginning of their name in the same order as they appear in the origi-
nal address space. Seed drill body is the main element which contains all the other device elements. 
